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THE 
HIGHLANDER 
1948 
�
WESTERN STATE HIGH SCHOOL 
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DEDICATION 
RAYMOND C. DEUR 
We dedicate this book to Mr. Raymond C. Deur 
in appreciation of his work as student council 
advisor and his interest in the students as well as 
student activities. 
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FACULTY 
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ROY C. BRYAN 
Principal 
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RACHEL ACREE ELMER BELOOF LEOTI BRITTON HELEN BROWN 
Home Economics Band and Music Girls' Physical 
Orchestra Education 
ELLEN BURNS GOLDA CRISMAN RAYMOND DEUR FRANK FUESS 
English English and Science German and 
Mathematics French 
LA WREN CE HAABY ELIZABETH JONES EUNICE KRAFT LESTER LINDQUIST 
History English and Latin Business 
Social Studies 
ELIZABETH MUSSELMAN SHELDON MYERS GERTRUDE O'CONNOR HAZEL PADEN 
Business Mathematics Library Art 
and Science 
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SOPHIA REED KATHERINE ROGERS NEIL SCHOENHALS A. L. SEBALY
Home Economics English Industrial Arts History and
Boys' Advisor
CARL SNOW MATHILDE STECKELBERG EVELYN STEKETEE FRED STEVENS 
Science 
MURIEL VINCENT 
Latin 
German Girls' Advisor and Boys' Physical 
Social Studies 
NO PICTURE 
GEORGE E. MILLS 
Speech and Dramatics 
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ERNEST WEBER 
Mathematics 
Education 
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SENIORS 
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BARBARA AACH 
Not a kindlier or sweeter. 
Masquers l; Bridge 2, 
MARILYN ALLEN 
Thou are a woman and that is say­
ing the best and worst of thee. 
Bridge l, 2, 3,; Girl Reserves 2 
JOHN AVERY 
Skill to do comes of doing. 
Dance l; H i-Y l, 2, 3; Monitors 2, 3, Track 2· 
Highlights 4; Student Council 4, Highlander 4 
SHIRLEY BEEBE 
Enthusiasm is her middle name. 
Bridge l, 4; Class Vice President 2; Studen! 
Council l, 2; Cheerleade, 3, Higr,lander 4 
GA A 4 
JOHN BIGELOW 
'Tis the mind that makes the mind. 
Chess l; Bndge 2, Masquers 2, 4. Football l, 2, 
3, 4, Track 2, 4; Choir 3, 4; Operetta 3, 4; 
Spnng Play 4; Band 3, 4 Student Council l, 2. 
3, 4, Student Council P,esident 4. 
SALLY BRADFIELD 
A man is always belier than a book. 
Entered 2, Bndge 2, 3, 4, Cheerleader 3 
BERNADINE BROCKS US 
Red is love's color 
Bridge l, 2, 3, Library 4; G A A. 
DONALD BROWN 
It is at all times the gentleman 
i-!i -Y 2; "S" 3, 4, Basebcll l 2, 3, 4; Football 
2, 4: Basketball 3; Track 2 3, 4; Student Coun­
cil 1, 2. 
RICHARD BURKHART 
Envied by some, admired by all 
Hi-Y l, 2; Football l, 2, 3. 4, Track l 2, 3, 4; 
dasketball l 
RUSSELL BUSH 
!\'ever too much of a good thing. 
Entered 2; Hunters 2; Dance 3: S' 4; Buseball 
2, 3: Football 2, 3, 4, track 4, Student Council 4 
RICHARD CAIN 
Women are such expensive things 
Bridge l: "S" 2, 3, 4, Highlight 2: Football l, 
2, 3, 4; Basketball l, 2, 3, 4 Tennis l, 2, 3, 4· 
Student Council 3. 
BARBARA CARL 
Fair faces need no paint. 
Bndge l, 2, 3, 4· Masquers l, Girls Glee 3, 
Monitors 3, 4; G A A. 4 
MOLLIE CLANCY 
Full of fun. 
Dance l, 3, Bndge 2· Masquers 2; Red Cross 3,· Student Council 3. ' 
ANN CORBUS 
She's tall, quiet and sedate. 
Bridge l, 2, J, Masquers l: Girls Glee 3, 4; G A.A. 3, 4: Choir l 2 3 4; Operetta J, 2, 3, 4; Monitors 3, 4 ' ' 
' 
WILLIAM COOK 
Then he will talk how he will talk. 
Entered 4, Masqucrs 4; Choir 4; Operetta 
JACK DE BOER 
I chatter, chatter as I go. 
Hi-Y 1; Stamp 2. 3: Track mgr 3; Football 
mgr 4, Photograpny 4, Library 4 
EVE DE VRIES 
V/ith my head in the clouds. 
,Da!;ce l; Masquers l, Bndge 2, 3, 4; Band l, 
2, 0. 
RICHARD DORGAN 
Saying and doing are two different 
things. 
Dance l; Hi-Y 2; Boys Glee 3: "S" 4; Football 
l, 2, 3, 4, Basketball l, 2, Track 3, 4; Student 
Council I, 2. 
BARBARA FREDERICK 
'Tis wise to learn. 
Bndge l, 2; Chess 3, 4; Choir l, 2, 3, Operetta 
l, 2, 3. 
HOW ARD FRENCH 
The greater man the greater courtesy. 
Entered 4; Photography 4· Library 4; Track 4. 
LORRAINE FRYE 
Good as gold. 
Entered 2; Bridge 3; GA.A. 3. 4, Dance 4; Red 
Cross 4. 
FRANCES GARRISON 
The little we know of her is good. 
Dance l Bridge l, 2; Swiag Band 3, 4; Orches­
tra 3, 4. 
JOHN GARY 
What you do still betters what is done 
Entered 2: Hunters 2, 3: Hi-Y 2; "S" 3, 4: 
Highlander 4: Student Council 4; Football 2, 
3, 4: Basketball 2. 
HOW ARD GILLMORE 
Rest is not quitting. 
Hi-Y l, 2, 4; Hunters l, 4; Choir 2: Operetta 2 
Track 3, 4; Boys Glee 3; Student Council 4 
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ROBERT GIMBEL 
Earnestness and sport are always 
neighbors. 
Entered 2; Hi-Y 2; Football 2, 3, 4; "S" 4. 
VIRGINIA GLENN 
A blush is beautiful, but oftimes in­
convenient. 
Masquers 1, 2; Chess 2; Bridge 3; Highlander 
4; Choir I, 2, 4; Operetta I, 2, 4; Monitors 2, 
3, 4. 
WILLIAM GLENNON 
How blest are we that are not simple 
men. 
Bridge I; Hunters 2, 3; "S" 4; Baseball 1, 2· 
Football 1, 2, 3, 4; Track 2, 3, 4; Monitor 4; 
Student Council 2, 3, 4. 
KENNETH GREEN 
Men are not to be measured by 
inches. 
Bridge I, 3; Dance 4; H1-Y 2, 4; Basketball 1, 
2, 3, 4; lennis I, 2, 3, 4; Choir 4; Operetta 4; 
Student Council 3. 
DALE GRIFFITH 
A man of quick wit. 
Dance I; Masquers I, 2, 4; Monitors 2; High­
lights 3, 4; Christmas Play 1, 2, 4; Spring Play 
4; Track 4; Student Council I, 3. 
KENNETH HERDER 
Work alone is noble. 
Hi-Y I, 3, 4; Dance I, 3, 4; Hunters 2; Base­
ball 4. 
NORMAN HETRICK 
He who hangs on wins. 
Hi-Y I, 4; Hunters I, 2, 3. 
YVONNE HILL 
I only ask for information. 
Dance I, 3; Bridge I, 2; Masquers 3; Choir 3, 
4; Operetta 3; Girls Glee 4; Swmg Band 4. 
JERRY HOLLOWELL 
I'm no angel. 
Hunters I, 2, 3; Hi-Y I; Travel 2; "S" 4; Foot­
ball I, 2, •I; Track I, 2, 3, 4. 
TED HOLMAN 
Even a single hair casts its shadow. 
Entered 2; Hi-Y 2; Swing Band 3, 4; Orchestra 
3; Band 2, 3, 4; Track 2, 3, 4. 
ROBERT HOUTS 
Every bit a man to say nothing of his 
feet. 
Hunters 1, 2; Swing Band 3, 4; Band 2, 3, 4; 
Orchestra 3, 4; Football 3; Monitors 2, 3, 4. 
QUENTIN HOW ARD 
A patient man's a pattern for a king. 
Entered 4. 
JOHN JENNINGS 
He's a sure card. 
Chess I, 2, 3; Bridge 3, 4; Dance I; Hunters I, 
2; T,avel 2; Avia1ion 3; Hi-Y 4; Football 3. 
PETER JUNKER 
Such men are dangerous. 
Masquers 1, 4; Dance l; Boys Glee 3; Hunters 
3; Choir 1, 2, 3, 4; Operetta l, 2, 3; Baseball 
1, 2, 3; Track 2. 
ARDITH KALLEW ARD 
It is personalities that move the age. 
Danr.e l; Masquers l; Girls Glee 3; Monitors 2, 
3, 4; Bridge 2; Choir 2, 3, 4; Debate 3, 4; 
Spring Play 3, 4; Student Council 4. 
LIESEL KESTLER 
The sweet magic of a cheerful face. 
Dance l; Bridge 2, 3, 4; Monitors 2, 3, 4; Travel 
2; Choir 2; Operetta 2. 
MYRNA KITE 
Full of fun and mischief, too. 
Entered 2; Chess 2, 3; Photography 4. 
SHIRLEY KLOP 
She burns the midnight oil. 
Bridge 1, 2, 3, 4; Choir 3, 4; Operetta 3, 4; 
Library 4; G.A.A. 4. 
RICHARD KOLLOFF 
Books must follow sciences, and not 
sciences books. 
Hi-Y 1, 2, 3, 4; Student Council l, 4; Dance I; 
Choir 2, 3, 4; Operetta 2, 3, 4; Highlights 2, 3; 
Monitors 4; Boys Glee 3; Track 3, 4. 
DONNA KOWALSKI 
In youth and beauty wisdom is rare. 
Masquers I, 2; Student Council I, 4; Choir I, 
2; Operetta 1, 2; Highlights Ed 3; Spring Play 
4; H1g hlander 4. 
MARILYN KUEMPEL 
Angels are painted fair to look like 
you. 
Entered 2; Masquers 2; Bridge 3, 4; Highlander 
4; Monitors 3, 4. 
NANCY KURTZ 
Those eyes of yours will cause your 
trouble yet. 
Entered 2; Monitors 3, 4; Masquers 2; Bridge 3; 
Student Council 2; Choir 2; Operetta 2; High­
lander 4. 
SHIRLEE LLOYD 
Oh, I used to go with him. 
Bridge I, 2, 3; Choir I; Operetta I; Gir: Re­
serves 2; Dance 3. 
CHRISTINE MAGAS 
Her ways are ways of pleasantness. 
Entered 2; Bridge 2, 3, 4; Red Cross 4. 
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MELBA MANNING 
Soft words make a song. 
Dance I; Masquers 1, 2; Choir 1, 2, 3, 4; Oper­
etta 1, 2, 3, 4; Chess 3; Girls Glee 3, 4; 
C.A.R.E. 4. 
JACK MATEER 
I can't see it that way. 
H1-Y l; Football l; Hunters 2; Photography 3; 
Track 4. 
WILLIAM McGINNIS 
His eyes are like deep poob ol water. 
Dance 1, 2, 4; Chess 1, 2, 3, 4; Football 1, 
Student Council 3. 
TEOMAS McKINNEY 
Who's afraid of the big bad wolf. 
H1-Y I 2; Football 1, 2, 3; Track 1, 2, 3, 4; 
Choir \, 2, 3, 4; Operetta 1, 2, 3, 4; "S" 3, 4; :lasketball 3; Spring Play 3, 4. 
ROGER McMURRA Y 
That done well is done with a will. 
Hi-Y 1, 2; Track 1, 2, 3, 4; Student Council I, 
2, 4; Football 2, 3; Hunters 3; "S" 4. 
JOAN MULDER 
As merry as the day is long. 
Masquers 1, 2; Ch01r l; Operetta I; Chess 2; 
Monitors 2, 3, 4; Bndge 3; H1ghlandcr 4; Hect 
Cross 4. 
BESSIE NEZAMIS 
Always smiling. 
Entered 2; Bridge 2, 3, 4; Momtors 3, 4. 
CHRIST NEZAMIS 
A man of mark. 
Entered 2; Hi-Y 2; Football 2, 3; Basketball 2, 
3; Track 2, 3, 4; Boys Glee 3, S" 4; Monitors 4. 
LOY GENE NORRIX 
He is so tall that his feel just touch 
the ground. 
Entered 4; Masquers 4; Spnng Play 4. 
CRAWFORD OWEN 
There's a little bit of devil even in an 
angels' eye. 
Hi-Y 1, 2; Dance 1; Hunters 2; Red Cross 2; 
Highlights 3, 4; Travel 3; Boys Glee 3; Mas­quers 4. 
DONALD PARSONS 
Reading maketh a full man. 
Dance I, 4; Hi-Y 1, 2, 3; Band l, 2, 3, 4; Boys 
Glee 3; Orchestra 3, 4; Monitors 3, 4; Science 4. 
ROBERT PATTISON 
It is a good blade that bends well. 
Hi-Y 1, 2, 3, 4; Dance l; Monitors 2, 3, 4; Foot 
ball :;, 4; Student Council 4. 
DAVID PETERSON 
A very devil among the ladies. 
Hunters l; Hi-Y 1, 2, 3; Student Council l; 
Bas�ball 2; Travel 3; Goll 3, 4; "S" 4. 
JOHN PIONKE 
Blessed be he who first invented sleep. 
Dance 1, 4; Hi-Y I, 2, 3, 4; Student Council 1, 
Z, 3; Baseball l; Football 2; Track 3; Monitors 4. 
JOHN POST 
A little nonsense now and then, is rel­
ished by the best of men. 
Dance l; H1-Y 1, 2, Track l, 2, 3, 4; Boys Glee 3; Choir 3; Operetta 3; Student Council 3; High­lander -1; Highlights 4. 
WILLIAM RESSEGUIE 
A man's a man for a'that. 
tlunters 1, 2; Baseball 1, 2, 3, 4; Football 2, 3, 4; "S" 3, 4; Track 4. 
BETTY ROBERTS 
Is she not passing fair 
Entered 2; Bridge 2, 3, 4. 
RICHARD ROBERTS 
Don't start me talking. 
Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Tennis 1, 2; Football I, 4; 
Hunters 2, 3; Spring Play 2; Track 3, 4 S" 4. 
THOMAS ROSENBAUM 
I'm small, but, oh myl 
Hi-Y 1, 2; Masquers l; Student Council 1, Ten­
nis 2, 3, 4; "S" 3, 4. 
HILDUR SANGREN 
Wisdom giveth life to them that have 
it. 
Masquers 1, 2; Student Council I; Choir I, 2; 
Operetta 1, 2; Monitors 2, 4; Highlights 3; 
Swing Band 3; Inter-School Council 3, 4; High­
lc.nder 4. 
JUNE SCHUHARDT 
The red gold of her hair. 
Dance l; Choir I, 2, 3; Operetta 1, 2, 3; Mas­
quers 2, 3, 4; Bridge 2; Hect Cross 4. 
RONALD SELNER 
No one knows what he can do till he 
tries. 
Entered 3; Track 3, 4; Baseball 3; Student 
Council 3; Highlander 4; Monitors 4; Basketball mgr. 4, l'en111s 4. 
JACK SIPPERLY 
The ideal man. 
Travel I; Football 1, 2, 3, 4; Baseball 1; Stu­
dent Council I; Hunters 2, 3; Track 2, 3, 4;"S" 3, .f. 
LORRAINE SMITH 
You can't keep the Irish down. 
Entered 2, Bridge 2, 4; Chess 3; Choir 3; Oper­
eita 3; Girls Glee 3; G.A.A. 4. 
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MARJORIE STEEN 
To see her is a picture. 
Bridge I, 3; Choir I, 2; Operetta I, 2; High­
lights 2; Spring Play 3; Highlander 4. 
JAMES STOWELL 
Character is destiny. 
Dance I; Chess 2, 3; Photography 4. 
NELLA SWEET 
Her infinite sweetness. 
Dance I; Bridge I, 2, 3, 4; Student Counc,l I; 
GA.A. 4; Library 4. 
LOUISE VAN STRATTON 
He that travels much knows much. 
Dance I; Choir I, 2; Operetta I, 2; Masquers 
2; Girls Glee 3; Plastics 4; Monitors 4. 
MARGARET VERDON 
Give me a horse. 
Dance I; Student Council 2; Bridge 3, 4; Moni­
tors 3, 4. 
ANTHONY VER HEY 
Speech is a mirror of the soul. 
H,-Y I, 2; Hunters I; Track 1, 2; Student Coun­
cil 2; Boys Glee 3; Chess 3, 4, Monitors 2, 3, 4 
HOLLIS WESTON 
Sort of on the quiet, understand. 
Dance I, 2; r-h-Y I, 2, 3; Track I, 2, 3; Chess 
3, 4. 
GARY WILSON 
Nothing to do till tomorrow. 
Entered 2; Aviation 2; Baseball 2, 3, 4; H1-Y 3; 
"S" 4; Football 3, 4; Track 4. 
MILDRED WORDEN 
Through her expressive eyes her soul 
distinctly spoke. 
Bridge I, 2, 3 Girl Reserves 2. 
SALLY WYMAN 
Her path is lighted by a smile. 
Choir I, 3, 4; Operetta I, 3, 4; Dance l; Mas­
quers 2, 4; Girls Glee 3. 
KENNETH REEVES 
As round as apple was his face. 
Dance I; Football I, 2; Baseball l; H,-Y 2; "S" 
2, 3, 4; Track 4. 
NO PICTURE 
JAMES FASTENRATH 
like work, I can sit and look at it for hours. 
Hi-Y 1, 2; Stamp 3; Masquers 4; Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4. 
• 17 •
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NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY 
TWENTY-SEVEN years ago the National Honor Society was 
founded. However, it had its beginning under the name 
American Torch Society. Its purpose was to make the students 
of the nation take a more active interest in scholastic achieve­
ment. Now, ii not only includes scholastic achievement, but it 
also places emphasis on leadership and character. 
This year, as in other years, the faculty of State High 
elected fifteen per cent of the senior class to membership in 
this society. These members rank in the upper third of the 
senior class and possess the three qualities: scholarship, 
leadership, character. 
Second Row: D. Parsons, D. Griffith, J. Gary, J. Bigelow, J. Avery. 
first Row: N. Kurtz, M. Kuempel, B. Fredrick, H. Sangren, D. Kowalski, A. Kalleward. 
• 18 •
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CLASSES 
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JUNIOR GIRLS 
Fourth Row: ). Whaley, B. Weiss, E. Tyler, B. French, L. LaRoy, M. Henning, M. Newton, J. Leach, 
N. Conner, B. West. 
Third Row: C. McLaughlin, S. Ralston, J. Cartland, E. Schrier, ). Strome, S. Hill, B. Davis, ). Bixby, 
P. Cooley. 
Second Row: A. Hoebeke, S. Wykkel, S. Pullon, P. Maandag, M. Schlichting, B. Klop, D. Birch, M. 
Morris, P. Mannes, B. Hues, V. Crain. 
First Row: E. Bennett, P. Heidanus, ). Kingscott, P .  Mitchell, N. Mateer, R. Emerson, J. Scamehorn, D. 
Burnett. 
JUNIOR BOYS 
First Row: A. Winther, E. Toornman, B. First, D. W endzel!, G. Bishop, E. Gilger, J. Tozer, H. Strong, 
D. McCallum, B. Lewis. 
Second Row: S. Bills, J. Tuberty, T. Woodworth, L. VandenBerg, B. Fowler, M. Bradeen, B. Russell, 
H. Morrison, B. Gunnett, S. Strockis. 
Third Row: ). DeGroat, P. Bell, K. Louis, R. Van B eck, C. Maltby, B. Smith, B. Redmond, T. Murray, 
R. Wood. 
Fourth Row: D. McGinnis, ). Rowe, L. Moran, R. B urns, B. Dunbar, B. Pyne, ). Smith, ). Orwin, P. Fast. 
• 20 •
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JUNIOR CLASS 1947-1948 
THE Junior Class numbers eighty-five in all (forty girls and forty-five boys). 
Of these students thirteen were in Highlights and twenty in Monitors, while 
Julie Cartland, Tom Woodworth, Mary Schlichting, and Chuck Maltby repre­
sented the class as president, vice president, secretary, and treasurer re­
spectively. 
Our class also had members in choir who had leads in the operetta. They 
were Dawn Birch, Jackie Leach, Roger Burns, and "Sandy" Dunbar. If it 
had not been for our advertising committee which consists of the juniors who 
take art, Phil Bell, Mollie Boylan, Betty French, Carolyn McLaughlin, Pat 
Mitchell, Howard Morrison, Bob Wood, and Janet Whaley, our dances would 
never have been so successful. To make money for these dances, such as 
the Junior-Senior Prom, we had doughnut, candy, and pennant sales. Still 
other members worked as librarians in our school library and "Skip" Bills 
did a fine job of cheer-leading. Then, as every other junior class, we chose 
our rings and looked forward very much to receiving them. 
But we can't forget those fellows in the athletic field of whom a great 
number participated. The basketball team was composed of almost all jun­
iors, Roger Burns, "Sandy" Dunbar, Phil Fast, Barney Fowler, Jim Orwin, 
John Smith, Bob Wood, and Tommy Woodworth. Sixteen fellows went out 
for football, thirteen for baseball, eight for track, five for tennis and three 
for golf. 
We lost two members of our class, Jane Jennings and Charles Milkovich, 
but gained three new members, Betty French, Doug Wendzell, and John 
DeGroat. 
Fun was had by all, but we worked too. We feel that we have accom­
plished much this year; and as it ends, we wonder and sincerely hope that 
next year will bring an even better one. 
We are grateful to Miss Steketee, Mr. Sebaly, Dr. Bryan, and Mrs. Rog­
ers, class advisor, for their fine help. 
• 21 • 
Respectfully submitted, 
MARY SCHLICHTING 
Class Secretary 
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SOPHOMORE GIRLS 
Fourth Row: J. Gannaway, R. Pionke, M. McQuigg , M. Burns, L. Smith, W. Craig, M. Woodworth, D. 
Tucker, A. Teugh, M. Storey, D. Worden 
Third Row: A. Renbarger, L. Beach, P. Balch, E. Brown, A. Eldridge, H. Logan, ). Bauierla, G. Red­
mond, H. Payson, C. Fletcher. 
Second Row: B. Forbes, ). Williams, ). Harbour, D- Bell, A. Watterworth, L. Howard, A. Bond, A. Sc,­
omon, S. Loughead, M. Tinkham, ). Slaughter, L- Green. 
First Row: N. Bryant, E. Brenr;er, Z. Albert, M. Fopeano, C. Lage, I. Van Stratton, F. Frey, C. Miehe, 
L. Hope, M. Houck. 
SOPHOMORE BOYS 
First Row: P. Strong, D. Ayres, M. Copeland, J. R obyn, ). Spicketts, A. Ryan, D. Neale, P. Deal, ). 
Hinderleider, R. Bennett, J. Hill, B. Newberry. 
Second Row: F. Meek, R. Mills, C. Flora, S. Terne r, B. Page, S. Fast, D. Seelye, T. Klinger, D. Owen, 
C. Patnode, F. Spitters, G. Kitchen, ). McCrumb. 
Third Row: T. Jo:-,_es, B. Person, L. Smith, P. DeRyke, J. Zitney, J. Pore, N. Moody, T. Holdship, D. 
Curry, B. Lorentz. 
Fourth Row: D. Dooley, ). Carver, H. Osborn, A. W est, ). Hoekje, W. Wessels, B. Rhodes, B. Smith, 
J. Smith, G. Kruizenga, D. Crawford, ). Knowlton. 
• 22 •
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SOPHOMORE CLASS 1947-1948 
T HIS year finds the sophomore class with fifteen more students than last 
year, which makes a total of ninety-seven, forty-four boys and forty-eigh! 
girls. Beginning the year among scenes made familiar by our one previous 
year, we elected our homeroom officers for the first semester. They were: 
IA president, Gaylord Kitchen; vice-president, Jerry Knowlton; and secretary, 
Margaret Burns; !DA president, Paul DeRyke; vice-president, Ruth Pionke; 
and secretary, Harriet Logan. Second semester officers were: IA (moved to 
208A) president, Frank Spitters; vice-president, Joe Zitney; and secretary, Lois 
Green; JOA president, Mary Lou Woodworth; vice-president, Paul Deal; and 
secretary, Ruth Pionke. 
About the first of November our class officers were elected. Trevor Jones 
and Jack Hill both were elected to the offices they held last year, president 
and vice-president. The new secretary was Alice Teugh. 
Six of our sophomore girls are on the Highlights staff. They are: Elizabeth 
Brenner, Mary Fopeano, Ann Eldridge, Jackie Slaughter, Alice Teugh, and 
Mary Ann Tinkham. Also sixteen of our class are monitors. 
This year Shirley Laughead was re-elected cheerleader and Lois Green 
also was chosen. 
In the sports section our class was represented on the football reserve 
team by nine boys: Roger Bennett, Fred Meek, Fred Hoyt, Jim Carver, Jaci<: 
Hill, Dale Crawford, Jim Pore, Jerry Knowlton, and Trevor Jones. 
On the basektball team, Jerry Knowlton and Jim Pore both were ad­
vanced to the Varsity squad this year, and Jerry gave a very fine perform­
ance. On the reserves were: Garrett Kruizenga, Joe .Zitney, Frank Spitters, 
Steve Fast, Paul DeRyke, and Jack Hill with Joe and Frank doing outstanding 
playing. We hope for as good a representation of our class in spring sports. 
Our advisor this year was Miss Golda Crisman and she helped us a 
great deal, especially in the planning of our hayride, which we had in the 
late fall. 
We hope we continue to achieve as much in our last two years in State 
High as we have in the first two. 
• 23 • 
Respectfully submitted, 
ALICE TEUGH 
Secretary 
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FRESHMAN GIRLS 
Fourth Row: M. Smith, M. Bondhouse, P. Pahalek, M. Maltby, C. Jubb, S. Gary, S. Beebe, 
I. Weisman. 
Third Row: J. Dean, L. Scharer, J. Perry, K. Brower, N. Holly, P. Rood, E. Scamehorn, 
J. Davies, M. Smith, B. Harlan.
Second Row: C. McGinnis, B. Howard, D. Tucker, M Hillard, I. Emerson, N. Doubleday,
G. Fooy, B. Forbes, M. Swander, D. First.
First Row: M. Stevens, B. Stevens, C. Sheldon, S. Hackman, L. Tuberty, L. Bennett, J. Tay­
lor, M. Williams, L. Kottman, M. Brown. 
FRESHMAN BOYS 
First Row: J. Toornman, B. Horstman, J. Nichols, R. Chipps, J. Casey, P. Steen. 
Second Row: D. Vrobel, J Russell, D. Roth, P. Lindquist, F. Hunt, F. Maher, B. Dalm, 
J. Dollaham, R. Lininger.
Third Row: M. Brenner, F. Hubbell, ). Gelder, G. Meintz, D. Carter, C. Marble, D. Wank, 
K. Sherman. 
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FRESHMAN CLASS 1947-1948 
THE freshman class consisting of sixty-six kids (26 boys and 40 girls) has 
struggled through very satisfactorily this year. 
Backtracking a little, I'll tell you our homeroom officers. First semester 
l l0A, Sandy Hackman, president; Duncan Carter, vice-president; and Bob
Dalm, secretary-treasurer. First semester 219A, Patty Pahalek, president; Bob
Horstman, vice-president; and Frank Maher, secretary-treasurer. Second sem­
ester l l0A, Joyce Dean, president; Donald Cain, vice-president; and Marshall
Brenner, secretary-treasurer. Second semester 219A, James Russell, president;
Mary Joyce Maltby, vice-presdient; and Peter Lindquist, secretary-treasurer.
Through a vicious election the freshman class officers for the year turned 
out to be Frank Maher, president; Shirley Gary, vice-president; and Sandra 
Beebe, secretary-treasurer. 
The sports field looked bright for the freshmen. John Gelder and Fred 
Hubbell went out for basketball (reserve), and Sandy Hackman's cheerful 
school spirit as a cheerleader should be mentioned along this line. With 
future seasons of all known sports coming up, the freshman "fellas" are most 
likely to shine. 
The various recreations of the class were: a hayride in October, a dance, 
and a candy sale. 
Altogether, the class has come through with flying colors and I trust we 
shall have the same kind of luck in the future. 
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Respectfully submitted, 
SANDRA BEEBE 
Secretary 
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ACTIVITIES 
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HIGHLANDER STAFF 
JOHN AVERY 
Editor 
SHIRLEY BEEBE 
Art Editor 
NANCY KURTZ 
Features Editor 
DuE to the changing of faculty sponsors, this year's High­
lander Staff was not chosen until the fall of last year. Miss 
Golda Crisman became the new sponsor, and with the help 
of Mr. Sebaly and Miss Steketee she chose the editor, business 
manager, and photography editor. The remainder of the stall 
was chosen by these three people, and the work got unde,­
way. 
The staff worked hard, with the help of the students, to 
make this book a success. Special recognition should be given 
to John Post and John Gary, business managers, for their ex• 
tra hard work which, up to this time, has never been equaled. 
The staff hopes that you will enjoy this Highlander as 
much as those in the past, and we wish to take this oppor­
tunity to thank those people who have helped make this book 
a success. 
JOHN POST 
�o�ALn �1:rn1:if 
Sports Editor 
VIRGINIA GLENN 
Features 
JOHN GARY 
Asst. Business Manager 
HILDUR SANGREN 
Subscriptions 
MARLYN KUEMPEL 
Organizations 
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DONNA KOWALSKI 
Photography 
MARJORIE STEEN 
Subscriptions 
JOAN MULDER 
Organizations 
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HIGHLIGHTS 
Q UR Highlights staff, under the direction of Miss Elizabeth
Jones, has worked to put out a bi-weekly paper that the stu­
dents would enjoy. By working on the paper each member 
of the staff receives some training in journalism. Each mem­
ber has, at one time or another, been a page editor, a custom 
which was started in 1943. 
Approximately five hundred copies of the paper are print­
ed every other week, with one hundred and fifty of these go­
ing out, as exchanges, to last year's graduates and to other 
schools all over the United States and even into Canada. 
Greatly missed this year was the Lowlights, a mimeo­
graphed paper which came out alternately with the High­
lights. The purpose of this paper was to give the people not 
on the Highlights staff a chance to try their skill at writing 
and publishing. 
Third Row: M. Fopeano, S. Pullon, C. Mclauglin, J. Cartland, M. Morris, S. Ralston, A. 
Teugh, A. Eldridge. 
Second Row: A. Hoebeke, T. Murray, B Wood, H. Morrison, D. Griffith, D. McCallum, 
B. Dunbar, B. Davis. 
First Row: E. Brenner, J. Slaughter, M. Tinkham, C. Owen, J. Avery, J. Post, A. Winther, 
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MONITORS 
FOR eleven years the students of State High have seen the 
monitor system in action. The duties of the monitors, under 
the guidance of Mrs. Muriel Vincent, are to keep the study 
halls as quiet as possible, to keep the halls clean and quiet 
during class period, and to give aid to Mrs. Jarman, Miss Stek­
etee, and Mr. Sebaly in the office. 
Monitors are chosen for their scholastic ability and for 
their qualities of good citizenship. In appreciation of the 
splendid work of both the Monitors' staff and Highlights' staff, 
the annual Monitor-Highlights Luncheon was held this spring. 
Fourth Row: V. Glenn, J. Bigelow, T. Woodworth, K. Lewis, C. Maltby, H. Osborn, A. West, 
J. Leach, P. Heidanus, B. Frederick, D. Persons, D. Owen, P. Fast, B. Smith.
D. Wendzell, C. Nezamis.
Third Row: M. Verdon, A. Corbus, J. Worden, M. Storey, B. Nezamis, A. Kalleward, 
danus, B. Frederick, D. Persons, D. Owen, P. Fast, B. Smith. 
Second Row: F. Frey, B. Carl, M. Manning, M. Carlson, P. Maandag, J. Whaley, B. Klop,
J. Ganaway, M. Schlichting, J. Strome, E. Schrier, V. Crain, S. Wykkel, J. Scamehorn.
first Row: ). Mulder, L. Van Stratton, L. Hope, B. Forbes, B. Glennon, H. Sangren, D. 
Kowalski, R. Bush, R. Selner, N. Kurtz, L. Kestler, S. Loughead, B. Houts. 
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GIRLS' GLEE CLUB 
UNDER the sponsorship of Mrs. Leoti C. Britton, the Girls' 
Glee Club, composed of nine girls, meets every Monday for 
four main purposes. First, the club helps this group of picked 
grils train their voices in blending harmoniously; second, to 
better their reading ability; third, to develop a love and ap­
preciation of good music; and fourth, to have fun singing 
together. 
A. Corbus, H. Payson, P. Mitchell, D. Birch, A. Kalleward, A. Watterworth, L. Hope, I. Van
Stratton, J. Leach at piano.
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STATE High's Choir, composed of forty-nine members, con­
sists of students interested in music who meet as a class ev­
ery day. The major production of the choir this year was the 
operetta, H. M. S. PINAFORE, by Gilbert and Sullivan. In 
addition they sang for assemblies, at the Christmas play, 
Honors Day, graduation exercises, and also presented a con­
cert in the spring. 
A great deal of credit goes to Mrs. Leoti Britton, whose 
untiring efforts achieved success for the choir. 
Fourth Row: ). Carver, R. Mills, D. Kolloff, C. Nezamis, T. McKinney, B. Dunbar, R. Burns. 
Third Row: M. Smith, B. Weiss. A. Corbus, P. DeRyke, R. Selner, C. Flora, B. Smith, J. 
Spiketts, J. Bigelow, V. Glenn, P. Pahalek. 
Second Row: C� Sheldon, D. Birch, S. Klop, H. Payson, B. Forbes, S. Davis, W. Cook, 
B. Forbes, P. Mitchell, A. Kalleward, ). Leach, C. Fletcher, L. Hope, M. Manning.
First Row: N. Bryant, S. Wyman, M. Swander, E. Brenner, A. Watterworth, L. Bennett, 
C. Jubb, D. First, ). Williams, ). Taylor, ). Smith, I. Van Stratton, E. Bennett.
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OPERETTA 
THIS year the State High Choir presented Gilbert and Sulli­
van's, H. M. S. PINAFORE. The operetta was under the lead­
ership of Mrs. Leoti Britton, with Mr. George E. Mills directing 
dramatics. The performance was held two nights, March 12 
and 13, with a double cast, chosen by the choir, giving more 
members a chance for leading roles. Some main leads in­
cluded: Dawn Birch, Steve Davis, Melba Manning, Bob Dun­
bar, and Dick Kolloff on the 12th, and Alene Waterworth, Bill 
Cook, Jackie Leach, Christ Nezamis, and Tom McKinney on 
the 13th. The directors, the accompanists, Virginia Glenn and 
Kenneth McCartney, and the choir put forth their efforts for 
an evening of excellent entertainment. 
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BAND 
STATE High's band, under the direction of Mr. Elmer Beloof, 
consists of forty-six members this year. It provided music at 
the football games, basketball games, and at various assem­
blies. The group entered the Southwestern Michigan Musical 
Festival held at Kalamazoo College, and it rP.ceived a rating 
of third. Out of its members several people competed as solo­
ists, and a brass sextet was formed which won first place in 
the festival. The band, with the splendid co-operation of other 
school organizations, sponsored the first State High band lol­
lies and variety show entitled the BLUE AND GOLD REVUE 
Fourth Row: B. Pyne, I. Emerson, M. Newton, A. West, B. Lewis, D. Seelye, F. Hunt. Mr. 
Belool, director, W. Wessels, J. Bigelow. 
Third Row: H. Osborn, G. Redmond, B. Marble, J. Smith, T. Holman, B. Persons, J. Hill, 
L. froward, G. Kitchen, J. Sebaly, J. Rowen, R. Mills, B. Houts, D. Wank, T. Jones,
Second Row: D. Ayres, M. Greenlee, C. Cessna, J. Stout, C. Straub, K. Louis, D. Parsons. 
C. Neff, G. Hubbell, C. Myers, R. Gleason. 
First Row: T. Klinger, M. Storey, G. Logan, N. Connor. L. Hope, J. Morris, R. Emerson.
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ORCHESTRA 
On Stage: L 
Back Row: G. 
Osborn, K. 
front Row: p
THIS year the orchestra hos grown in size as well as talent. 
As in the case with the band, the orchestra has wtihin its 
membership of thirty many Training School students. The 
orchestra worked on classical compositions which it played 
at assemblies and in the Southwestern Michigan Musical Fes­
tival. The orchestra also received a rating of third at the festi­
val. The string ensemble of the orchestra met as a class at 
one o'clock every day, and the full orchestra held rehearsals 
once a week at noon. 
Hope at piano, Mr. Beloof, director. 
Logan, K. Loughead, A. Frey, P. Mason, T. Klinger, T. Jones, J. Smith, H. 
Louis, D. Parsons, R. Houts, ). Casey, M. Houck. 
Rood, M. Hilliard, ). Perry, R. Emerson, ). Snow, I. Emerson 
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SWING CLUB 
S TARTED last year under Mr. Beloof's direction, the Swing 
Band has increased in talent this year. It met every Monday, 
Tuesday, and Thursday mornings at eight o'clock and other 
times when the members felt they needed practice. The cluL 
studied some popular and swing music which it played at 
assemblies, during noon recreation period, at the Hi-Y Carni­
val, and at various high school dances. 
Second Row: J. Smith, T. Holman, B. Persons, B. Houts, K. Louis, at the piano, Mr. Beloof 
at the bass viol. 
first Row: P. Deal, J. Robyn, T. Klinger, T. Jones 
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HI-Y CLUB 
ij NDER the direction of Mr. Ernest Weber, the Hi-Y Club has
become a club of which State High should be very proud. 
The purpose of this club is, as stated in their creed, "To pro­
mote, maintain, and extend, throughout the school and corr..­
munity, high standards of Christian character." 
During the first semester, the club held sales at the foot­
ball games; and from the money which they collected, they 
gave ten dollars to help the government classes in the adop­
tion of their European child. Among its recreational !unctions 
was bowling, games, and other social activities. 
The Hi-Y devoted most of its time, during the second sem­
ester, to the planning of its annual Hi-Y Carnival. This also 
proved to be a charitable project, for the Hi-Y gave two-thirds 
of the total profit to the World Youth Fund. 
Fourth Row: K. Herder, D. Kolloff, B. Pattison, j. Hoekje, F. Hubbell, J. Knowlton. 
Third Row: B. Pyne, B. Lewis, K. Louis, P. DeRyke, J. Pionke, T. Holdship, H. Gillmore, 
B. Redmond.
Second Row: M. Brenner, J. Russell, H. Strong, J. Tozer, K. Green, N. Hetrick, D. Curry, 
K. Sherman.
First Row: D. Neale, P. Steen, P. Strong, B. Dalm, J. Dollaham, P. Lindquist, R. Lininger,
D. Roth.
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STUDENT COUNCIL OFFICERS 
John Bigelow, President; Donna Kowalski, Vice President; 
Ardith Kalleward, Secretary; Mr. Deur, Advisor. 
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STUDENT COUNCIL 
M ADE up of homeroom presidents and vice-presidents, presi­
dents of the four classes, and student council officers, the stu­
dent council met every Thursday morning to discuss the prob­
lems concerning the school and the student body. With Mr. 
Deur, advisor to the group, the couricil placed emphasis on 
the students' citizenship in the halls and in the lunch rooms 
Other projects carried out by this year's couPcil were the in­
stallati::;n of a coke machine, the numerous dances arranged 
by Ardith Kalleward's untiring work, recreation during noon 
hour, arranging buses for the out-of-town games, and the pur­
chasing of new facilities for the school. 
Besides co-operating with the Inter-School Council, State 
High's council also became a member of the Co-Operative 
Association of Southwestern Michigan Studem Councils. This 
organization enables the student councils to get together to 
discuss their problems and to find the methods used by the 
other schools to solve these problems. 
The officers of the student council, pictured on the pre­
ceding page, deserve a lot of credit for their efforts put forfo 
this year. We hope that next year's council will do as nice 
a iob as this year's council has done. 
Fourth Row: L. Moran, ). Gary, B. Pattison, H. Gillmore, ). Hollowell, D. Kowalski, A. Kalle­
ward, R. McMurray, D. Kolloff, D. Carter, P. Bell, j, Knowlton. 
Third Row: B. Pyne, B. Weiss, R. Bush, P. DeRyke, J. Smith, C. Maltby, S. Bills, M. Boylan, 
S. Ralston. 
Second Row: ). Avery, M. Woodworth, ). Deon, B. West, L. Frye, C. Owen, J. Russell, 
F. Maher, M. Maltby, P. Paholek, J. Bigelow.
first Row: T. Murray, B. Davis, P. Deal, F. Spitters, S. Hackman, J. Zitney, R. Pionke, G. 
Kitchen, J. Cartland, P. Mannes. 
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MASQUERS 
M ASQUERS is the dramatic organization in State High. The 
purpose of the club is to provide experience in acting, make­
up, lighting, and property work. Masquers, under the direc­
tion of Mr. George Mills, did a good job with the annual 
Christmas play WHY THE CHIMES RANG. The girls in Mas­
quers produced NINE GIRLS this spring The boys in the club 
did a skit for the Hi-Y Carnival and helped with the staging 
of the band follies and NINE GIRLS. 
Fourth Row: M. Tinkham, M. Fopeano, M. Burr.s, F. Maher, P. Junker, B. Cook, J. DeBoer, 
J. Fastenrath, L. Norrix, J .. Bigelow, T. Murray, I. Weisman, B. Davis, J. Slaughter.
Third Row: Z. Albert, M. Bondhouse, N. Mateer, W. Craig, J. Cartland, S. Bills, C. Mc­
Laughlin, S. Ralston, B. Smith, G. Kitchen, M. McQuigg. 
Second Row: A. Eldridge, C. Jubb, J. Scamehorn, H. Payson, N. Doubleday, M. Hillard, 
C. Owen, D. Griffith, S. Gary, M. Maltby, J. Schuhardt, S. Wyman.
First Row: J. Fooy, P. Pahalek, S. Hackman, L. Tuberty, L. Bennett, C. Sheldon, ). Taylor, 
F. Frey, I. Van Stratton.
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CHESS CLUB 
CHESS, which takes a certain degree of intelligence and yet 
is interesting, is a game in which many students of State High 
like to participate. The purpose of the Chess Club is to teach 
the new members the fundamentals of the game and to help 
improve the game of the more experienced members. 
Besides playing among themselves, Mr. Sheldon Myers, 
club sponsor and a chess champion, and Mr. Frank Fliess 
were always on hand to match their skill against that of the 
members and to give them valuable advice. 
Third Row: H. Osborn, T. Ver Hey, W. Wessels. B. Redmond, 
Second Row: B. McGinnis, H. Weston, B. First, B. Smith, B. Van Beck, J. DeGroat, B. New­
berry, C. Maltby. 
First Row: J. Toornman, M. Copeland, J. Zitney, S Sterner, A. Ryan, B. Lorenz, J. Hinder­
leider, B. Frederick. 
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"s I I CLUB
Sr ATE High's "S" Club, sponsored by Coach Fred Stevens,
is made up of boys who have earned their varsity letter in 
football, basketball, baseball, tennis, track, or golf. The pur­
pose of the club is to promote better school spirit and to give 
service to the school. 
Among the "S" Club's activities this year were a dance 
at which th8 football king and queen were crowned, the ctec­
�ion of the basketball king and queen, and the annual "S" 
Club formal. 
Fourth Row: D. Cain, B. Dunbar, J. Sipperly, J. Orwin, R. Burns, J. Smith, P. Fast. 
Third Row: J. Hill, R. Russel, B. Wood, J. Gary, D. Peterson, T. McKinney, D. Brown, I) 
Crawford. 
Second Row: S. Fast, K. Reeves, B. Ressequie, R. Bush, B. Fow!E:r, ). Tuberty, J. Pore, ). 
Hollowell, L. Moran, T. Woodworth. 
First Row: D. Roberts, G. Wilson, C. Nezamis, D. Dorgan, R. McMurray, B. Gimbel, T. 
Rosenbaum, B. Glennon. 
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LIBRARY CLUB 
A NEW addition to State High's facilities, this year, was a
new library with Mrs. Gertrude O'Connor as head librarian. 
During the first semester she organized a club to let the stu­
dents help run the library. The members were taught how tc 
check the books in and out, how to shelve the books, how tc 
l:eep them in order, and other methods used in a library. 
The members who served five hours a week in the library 
were called library assistants, and they received, as a reward 
for their work, a pin at the end of the year. The members who 
were not able to serve five hours a week were called associ­
ates and received a certificate of service in appreciation oi 
their work. 
Third Row: M. Verdon, K. Bowers, D. Tucker, D. Dorgan, S. Gary, B. Brocksus, N. Sweet, 
H. French. 
Second Row: M. Carlson, C. Lage, D. Roth, P. Lindquist, N. Mateer, M. Kuempel, M. Smith, 
A. Teugh. 
First Row: L. Howard, L. Hope, I. Emerwn, A. Solomon, S. Klop, P. Maandag, L. Green, 
H. Logan. 
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GIRLS' ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 
ALTHOUGH the club was organized in the fall of last year, 
the Girls' Athletic Association, under the sponsorship of Mrs. 
Brown, did not meet as a school club until the second semes­
ter. The purpose of this club is to give the girls a chance to 
gain skill in basketball, volleyball, and any other sports out­
side of the gym classes. 
The members of the club have played tournaments be­
tween the teams in the club. Also, they sold tickets to the col­
lege water show. 
Fourth Row: L. Green, M. _Bondhouse, P. Mannes, E. Tyler, L. Frye, E. Schrier, P. Maan­
dag, S. Gary, L. Tuberty, B. Carl, E. DeVries, M. McQuigg, H. Logan, M. Woodworth. 
Third Row: K. Brower, I. Weisman, S. Pullon, C. McLaughlin, J. Cartland, S. Ralston,
M. Morris, B. Davis, S. Hackman, J. Williams,
Second Row: S. Beebe, A. Corbus, M. Manning, I. Emerson, M. Tinkham, J. Slaughter,
R. Pionke, A. Eldridge, J. Gannaway, 3. French, J. Strome.
First Row: F. Frey, B. Brocksus, N. Sweet, J. Taylor, M. Fopeano, M. Schlicting, B. Klop,
S. Klop, S. Loughead.
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SUB-DEB CLUB 
ONE of the new clubs organized during the second semester 
was the Sub-Deb Club, under the sponsorship of Miss Mussel­
man. This club is composed of girls who are interested in im­
proving their grooming, etiquette, personality, date rating, 
gaining and keeping friends, and many other things which are 
of value to all teen-C'.ge girls. 
□ □ □
CREATIVE WRITING 
UNDER the direciton of Mrs. Burns, Creative Writing began 
its existence, after a previous attempt, in the second semes­
ter. While claiming only five members, its expectations and 
ambitions were many in number. Among this little group, 
there was a noticeable spark of ability for poetry, dramatics, 
plays, short stories, and journalism. The members were inter-· 
ested in improving their own styles along these lines. The 
achievement of such goals requires the reading and studying 
of lop literature and applying the techniques in our own 
writings. 
A certain amount of time was devoted to observing our 
newspaper office while in full swing as partial preparation for 
,C'f'r;cc !".e:- t yec.t. 
Sub-Deb (standing): N. Bryant, J. Kingscott, P. Cooley, N. Mateer, C. McGinnis, B. Harlan. 
Creative Writing (sitting): L. Howard, C. Fletcher, D. Tucker, N. Holley. 
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BRIDGE CLUB 
QNE of the largest clubs in State High was the Bridge Club. 
Composed mostly of girls, it has two purposes. One is to teach 
beginners how to bid and score, and the other is to improve 
the game of those in the advanced class. 
Miss Elizabeth Jones has charge of the beginners, and 
Mrs. Muriel Vincent has charge of the advanced class. 
The club meets once a week at which lime special part­
ners are selected, and the playing begins. Not only d:::- the 
members profit by the instruction, but they also enjoy the so­
cial aspect of the club. 
Fifth Row: E. Brown, S. Pullon, ). Cartland, S. Wykkel, M. Morris, J. Dean, S. Beebe, L 
Tuberty, ). Perry, E. Scamehorn. 
Fourth Row: M. Swander. M. Schlichting, C. McLaughlin, ). Strome, B. Klop, S. Ralston, 
). Gannaway, S. Loughead, R. Pionke, S. Hackman, I. Weisman. 
Third Row: B. Carl, M. Kuempel, L. Smith, B. Aach, M. Verdon, B. West, B. Roberts, M. 
Tinkham, H. Logan, ). Slaughter, C. Miehe, P. Heidanus, ). Bixby. 
Second Row: C. Magos, E. Schrier, D. Bell, ). Bauierla, ). Smith, M. Fopeano, E. Brenner, 
V. Crain, M. Houck, S. Gary, E. Bennett, M. Henning.
First Row: L. Kestler, P. Maandag, S. Beebe, S. Bradfield, B. French, S. Klop, ). Whaley, 
W. Craig.
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JUNIOR RED CROSS COMMITTEE 
THE Junior Red Cross Committee, under the direction of Mr. 
Raymond Deur, was one of the hardest working groups in 
State High this year. After holding its membership drive the 
group supervised the filling of Christmas stockings for the 
boys at Percy Jones Hospital, participated in two parties at 
the Hospital, sponsored a dance, supervised a comic book 
drive, held candy sales, supervised the clothing drive for 
Fougeres, spom::.:red the December county meeting of the Jun­
ior Red Cross, and supervised the collection of Easter eggs. 
This has been a hard working group, and their work is greatly 
appreciated. 
Second Row: ). Knowlton, ). Mulder, C. Magos, T. Murray, L. Frye, P. Pahalek, R. Pionke, 
S. Strockis.
First Row: M. Tinkham, M. Fopeano, E. Brenner, B. West, E. Jubb, J. Schuhardt. 
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DEBATE 
THE Debate team became eligible for the eliminations this 
year, but they declined the invitation. The debators prepared 
for debating the 1947-1948 question: "Resolved: That the Fed­
eral Government should require the arbitration of labor dis­
putes in all basic American industry," by attending confer­
ences at Hastings and Lansing and practice debating Lansing 
Eastern, Lansing_ Sexton, Battle Creek Lakeview, Hastings, and 
Niles. With this preparation the debators, Betsy Davis and 
Tom Murray, affirmative; Julie Cartland, Ardith Kalleward, and 
Marilyn Morris, negative, swung into the season. They won 
four by default and lost four by debating. 
Mr. Mills and Mr. Kishpaugh were responsible for the 
team's inspiration, and credit is due to members of the speech 
class who didn't participate in contests but gave the team 
real sur,port. 
Second Row: A. Kalleward, D. Parsons, D. Birch, D. Kowalski.
First Row: T. Murray, M. Morris, J. Cartland, B Davis.
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SCIENCE CLUB 
MEMBERS of the Science Club were given a chance to carry out individual
projects under the direction of Mr. Raymond Deur . Besides working on these
projects the group went on field trips and on a trip to Chicago, saw movies,
and joined the Junior Academy ol Science. 
PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB 
T NELVE students who were interested in photography enrolled in the Pho­
tography Club under the sponsorship of Mr. Carl Snow. After the club's busi­
ness meetings the members enjoyed movies, slides, and guest speakers. The
purpose of the club was to improve the picture-taking ability of its members.
To do this the club held two picture contests, and they visited the photogra­
phy department at the Gazette and at the art center. 
PLASTIC CLUB 
P LASTIC Club, under the direction of Mr. Neil Schoenhals, was organized in 
order to give the students of s·tate High an opportunity to work with plastics.
Individual projects were carried out by the members of this club. 
DANCE CLUB 
THE Dance Club's membership was made up both of students who did not 
know how to dance but who wished to learn the art, and of those who were
quite proficient but who liked to have a good time once a week dancing.
Mrs. Helen Brown sponsored the club during the first semester, during which
hme she taught the members the fundamental dance steps. 
Third Row: J. Hill, F. Meek, B. Russell. D. Seelye, J. Zitney, F. Hoyt. 
Second Row: Asst. Coach D. Newquist, D. Crawford, D. Cain, R. Burns, J. Sipperly, J. Gary. 
First Row: J. Tuberty, L Moran, T. Woodworth, D. Brown, B. Glennon. 
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ATHLETICS 
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Third ,ow J. Bigelow, B. Dunbar, B. Van Beck, L j Z;iney, f. Hoy•. 
• • 
Second Row: Asst. Coach D. Newquist, D. Crawford, D. Cam, R. Burns, J. S1pperly, J. Gary. 
First Row: J. Tuberty, L. Moran, T. Woodworth, D Brown, B. Glennon. 
FOOTBALL 
• 
w ITH nine lettermen of last year's football squad returning this fall, State 
High's grid prospects were bright. The lettermen reporting back were: Jack
Sipperly, guard; John Smith, end; Roger Burns, Bob Gimbel, and Bob Dun­
bar, tackles; John Gary, center; Dick Cain, quarterback; and Bill Glennon and
Trevor Jones. halfbacks. 
Promising newcomers to the squad were: Resseguie, Moran, Wilson, and
Bush, halfbacks; Hollowell, Bennett, and Meek, guards; Crawford and Bige­
low, tackles; Wood, Roberts, and Fowler, ends; Bob Smith and Tuberty, cen­
ters; Brown, fullback; and Woodworth and Dorgan, quarterbacks. 
The starting lineup for the majority of the games was composed of: J.
Smith and Fowler, ends; Burns and Dunbar, tackles; Sipperly and Gary,
guards; B. Smith, center; Resseguie and Glennon, halfbacks; Cain, quarter­
back; and Brown, fullback. 
In the season opener the Cubs were beaten by a powerful Buchanan
eleven 6-0. The Bucks of Buchanan later went on to win the Big Seven title.
Pass-minded St. Joseph edged out the Cubs in their next game by a
score of 19-6. Trev Jones, standout guard, was lost for the rest of the season
with a knee injury in this game. State High scored its lone tally against the
Bears on a pass from Dorgan, sub-quarterback, to J. Smith who pivoted and
lateralled wide to Wilson, sub-halfback. Wilson raced over for the score 
This play proved lo be the best scoring play of the season for the Cubs. 
State High trounced the Wildcats of Three Rivers 26-0. It was the first
win for the Cubs over the Wildcats in eight years. 
A week later State High came through with their second win of the sea­
son, setting the Dowagiac Chiefs back by the score of 14-0. The line play of
Sipperly and J. Smith stood out. 
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). Bigelow, 3. Dunbar, D. Van Beck, L. Smith, D. Burkhardt, F. Spitters, D. Hendricks. 
B. Smith, B. Hessegu1e, ). Pore, D. Hoberts, J. Carver, ). Knowlton, Coach Stevens. 
R. Bush, B. Fowler, D. Dorgan, G. Wilson, B. Wood, R. Bennett, Asst. Coach E. Murphy. 
1 9 4 7 
THE Cubs handed the South Haven Rams their first defeat of the year by 
the tune of 21-13. Tom Woodworth's punting was the feature of this game. 
State High chalked up its fourth consecutive win at the expense of the 
Niles Vikings by a score of 18-6. Bob Wood, substitute end, made several 
spectacular catches in starring for the Cubs. 
In the closing game of the season, Coach Steven's Cubs were upset by 
Battle Creek Lakeview 14-0. This was Lakeview's third victory of the year 
and gave them the right to keep the Kalamazoo Pre-Cast trophy which they 
won last year. State High won the trophy in 1945 when it was first intro­
duced This loss gave the Cubs a won-lost record of 4-3. 
Graduating lettermen from the "47" squad are: Jack Sipperly, Bob Gim­
bel, John Gary, Dick Cain, Bill Glennon, Bill Resseguie, Gary Wilson, Russell 
Bush, Jerry Hollowell, John Bigelow, Don Brown, and Dick Dorgan. 
Returning lettermen will be: John Smith, Roger Burns, Bob Dunbar, Trev 
Jones, Larry Moran, Dale Crawford, Bob Wood, Barney Fowler, Bob Smith, 
and Tom Woodworth. 
State High placed three men on the All-City this year. John Smith, Jack 
Sippe_rly, and Bill Glennon were chosen from the ranks of the fighting Cubs 
for this special recognition. Jack Sipperly also was chosen to the third All­
State team. Sipperly's outstanding line play will be greatly missed next year. 
State High 0 Dowagiac 
State High 6 South Haven 
State High 26 Niles . 
State High 
.. G 
.... 13 
. .. 6 
0 
RESULTS 
State l!igh .......... 14 Buchanan .......... 6 
State High .......... 21 St. Joseph .......... 19 
State High .......... 18 Three Rivers ...... 0 
Battle Creek Lakeview .. 14 
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FOOTBALL VARSITY LETTER WINNERS 
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BASKETBALL 
WHEN the 1947-48 basketball season started, Coach Fred Stevens' prospects 
were bright, although the squad's two high scorers, Gene West and Jerry 
Hagan, had graduated in June. 
Tom Woodworth, Bob Dunbar, John Smith, Jim Orwin, and Captain Dick 
Cain were lettermen who reported at the beginning of the season. Jerry 
Knowlton, a red-headed center from the reserves, was also a good prospect. 
The usual starting lineup was composed of: Forwards, Bob Dunbar and John 
Smith; Center, Jerry Knowlton; Guards, Tom Woodworth and Dick Cain. 
State High's cagers opened their season December 5 with a narrow 38-34 
win over the Dowagiac Chiefs Cain led the attack with fifteen points. 
The Cubs suffered a suspended losing streak by dropping their next 
seven consecutive contests They were beaten by South Haven 42-41, Niles 
41-36, Holland Christian 42-30, Buchanan 34-33, Three Rivers 4j-27, St. Joseph 
32-31, and East Grand Rapids 45-37. The St. Joseph aggregation later weni 
on to win the conference title and the state Class B crown. 
The Blue and Gold finally bounced back into the win column by defeat­
ing Dowagiac for the second time of the season by a score ol 35-30. Wood­
worth sparked the offense with a seventeen point total. 
After nosing out Niles 27-24 and losing to a tall Holland Christian team 
44-39, State High revenged an earlier loss to Three Rivers by edging them 
41-37. 
St. Joseph's champion Bears again took the measure of the Cubs by 
whipping them 46-32. Dunbar and Woodworth led the offense with six and 
twelve points respectively. 
(Continued on Page 61) 
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Second Row: Coach Adams, R. McMurray, T. McKinney, R. Kolloff. 
First Row: C. Nezamis, R. Seiner, T. Holman, ). Post. 
CROSS COUNTRY 
FOR the first time in over ten years State High again was represented in the 
somewhat neglected field of Cross Country running. Largely through the 
efforts of Coach Chuck Adams, seven of State's seniors, all members of last 
year's track team, were able to work out daily and gradually build up the 
nuclei of a good track squad. 
Taking advantage of Western Michigan College's cross country trail 
which runs over the steep hills behind the State Hospital, the boys used a 
two mile shortened version of the college three and a quarter mile course 
for regular workouts. Because of a start late in the fall, the team probably 
never reached top form or condition, but despite this handicap some of the 
fellows made good time. 
In their two dual meets with the Western Michigan College Freshmen, 
Roger McMurray, Tom McKinney, Ron Selner, Dick Kolloff, John Post, and 
Ted Holman did well iri. holding their own. The outstanding runner of the 
season, however, was Chris Nezamis who placed third against a Western 
"Frosh" trio that had swept the first three positions in several of Michigan's 
College Freshmen meets, and came within eight seconds of breaking the high 
school record set for Wes tern's course. 
RICHARD KOLLOFF 
Asst. Sports Editor 
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Third Row: Coach Adams, R. Burns, J. Smith, B. Lewis, J. Bigelow, B. Page, S. Sterner, 
J. Post (Manager), Assistant Coach Macarger. 
Second Row: A. Ryan, B. Smith, R. Bush, B. Resseguie, R. Selner, T. Holman, C. Nezamis, 
H. Gillmore, B. Pattison. 
First Row: R. Kolloff, T. McKinney, R. Roberts, R. McMurray, J. Sipperly, B. Glennon,
G. Wilson, D. Dorgan, D. Brown.
I 
TRACK 
N AN almost all senior and veteran studded track team, Coach Chuck 
Adams has one of the hardest working track squads that State High has seen 
in several years. With a crack 880 yard relay team (Bill Glennon, Ted 
Holman, Jack Sipperly, and Bill Resseguie) that took second in the River 
Rouge Invitational and has yet to lose a race in the Big Seven Competition, 
Coach Adams has a combination that should be right up in the top three ir.. 
Class B State Finals. Some other outstanding runners who should see action 
in the State Finals are: Christ Nezamis and Dick Roberts, milers; Roger 
McMurray, Captain and half-miler; Tom McKinney, quarter-r..1iler; John Smith, 
broad-jump; and Roger Burns, shot-put. 
Gary Wilson and Bill Page, sprinters, Russell Bush, Bob Smith, and Dick 
Kolloff, quarter-milers; Ron Selner, half-miler; and Dick Dorgan and Al Ryan, 
hurdlers have all collected valuable points for the team and filled vital spots 
in the running crew. 
Rounding out the ranks of the thin-clads are the point-catching pole­
vaulters, Don Brown and Howard Gillmore; and John Bigelow, shot-putter. 
RICHARD KOLLOFF 
Asst. Sports Editor 
SCHEDULE 
April 14 .... Three Rivers .... ................ ........................ won 
April 17. . ... River Rouge Invitational... ...... .................... 8th 
April 20. . ... Niles .......... ............. . .......... .... won 
April 24.. . ....... Hastings Relays .... . . ................ 3rd 
April 30 . . .... .. .. Dowagiac, Three Rivers ....... won 
May S ........ ...................... St. Joseph ...... . .. ....... .lost 
May 7.... . .. .... .......... South Haven . .. ............. . ............ .lost 
May 14...... ..... . ........ Conference 
May 22 ..................... .. ........ Regionals 
May 29 ................................. State Meet 
June 4 ................................. Allegan Relays 
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Third Row: D. Vrobel (Manager), B. Resseguie, D. Crawford, B. Dunbar, D. Brown, 
L. Vanden Berg, F. Meek, Coach Stevens.
Second Row: B. Wood, M. Bradeen, F. Spitters, C. Maltby, J. Smith, N. Moody, T. Wood­
worth. 
First Row: R. Bush, B. Fowler, R. Bennett, L. Moran, C. Kirkpatrick, L. Smith. 
BASEBALL 
COACH Fred Stevens was greeted by seven returning lettermen at the 
opening of the '48 season. 
Veterans were Captain Don Brown, Bill Resseguie and Bob Dunbar, 
outfielders; Bob Wood, third base; Gary Wilson, shortstop; Marlin Bradeen, 
second base; Tom Woodworth, catcher. 
Barney Fowler got the first base job while Len Vanden Berg was given 
the number one pitching spot. Roger Bennett, Lawrence Smith and Clair 
Kirkpatrick are other capable flingers on the staff. Larry Moran clinched the 
shortstop position from Wilson who went out for track. 
Up to date the team has won two and lost two with one of the losses 
being to Marshall, a non-conference team. State High will be out for its 
fourth consecutive championship this year. 
SCHEDULE 
April 8........ . ................. Allegan .............. . . . .......... there 
April 16..... . ................ Marshall ............... . .............. here 
April 23...... . ................. Niles .. . ..... there 
Agril 30..... . .................. Buchanan ....... . ........ there 
May 7... . ............. Dowagiac ........ .. ...... . .. .......... there 
May 13 ................................. St. Joseph ...... . ............ here 
May 18 ................................. Marshall ........... .. . ............... there 
May 21... .............................. St. Joseph ........... ................. . .............. there 
May 28 ................................. South Haven ....... . ............ .......... here 
June 4 ................................. South Haven .............................................. there 
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Second Row: ). Carver, B. Van Beck, D. Cain, J. Orwin, K. Green, Coach Hogg. 
First Row: B. Dalm, B. Russell, T. Rosenbaum, ]. Pore, S. Fast. 
TENNIS 
THE Cub tennis team this spring is one of the strongest in the history of 
State High. The first position is held by Captain Dick Cain, a senior; the 
second by Jim Orwin, a junior; the third by Ken Green, a senior; fourth Bob 
Dunbar, a junior; and fifth, Jim Pore, sophomore Steve Fast, Bob Russell, 
John Tuberty, Bob Van Beck, Tom Rosenbaum and Bob Dalm will see action 
in doubles. 
This year the Cubs are entered in Class A m the slate and should be 
a powerful threat for the crown. 
SCHEDULE 
April 23 ....... . ......... Elkhart ............. .... .. 
May 6 ........... .. ........ Elkhart ............ . . 
May 7............ . ...... St. Joseph ..... ...... . 
May 12.... ...Dowagiac ................ .. 
May 13 .. Holland .................. . 
May 14........ . .. ... Conference ............... . 
May 21....... .... . ....... St. Joseph ......... ...... .. 
May 22......... .. . ......... Regional 
. ................ ........ here 
. ........ there 
.. ....... here 
. ........ there 
. . ... ......... there 
. ................. Niles 
. ..... there 
May 27........ . .. ... ......... Dowagiac ................. .. .............. here 
May 28 ................................. South Haven .............................................. here 
June 4-5 ................................ State Meet 
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J_ Zitney, J. Rowe, D. Peterson, Coach Wilson, J_ Hill, D. Hendricks, P. Fast. 
GOLF 
STATE HIGH'S golf team was built around five veterans. They are Phil
Fast, Jack Hill, Jack Rowe, Don Hendricks, and Dave Peterson. 
This team should go a long way this year in the conference, regional 
and state meets. Peterson is the only senior on the squad, the rest of the 
men are underclassmen. 
The team is composed of these men: Captain Phil Fast, No. l; Jack Hill, 
No. 2; Jack Rowe, No. 3; Don Hendricks, No. 4; Dave Peterson, No. 5; and Joe 
Zitney, No. 6. 
SCHEDULE 
April 13 ............................... St. Joseph .. ..................... ..... ..................... here 
April 20 ................................ Three Rivers ................................................ here 
May 7 ................... ............. Battle Creek Lakeview ............. .............. here 
May 10 ........... ..................... St. Joseph ................................................... .there 
May I!.. ............................... Three Rivers ............................................. .there 
May 12 ................................. Dowagiac .................................................... there 
May 14 ................................. Conlerence ................................................ Niles 
May 18 ................................. Niles there 
May 22 ................................. Regional 
May 27 ................................. Dowagiac ................................................... . here 
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Back Row: Lois Green, "Skip" Bills, Sandra Hackman. 
Front Row: Jill Gannaway, Shirley Loughead. 
CHEERLEADERS 
• • • 
DUE to the untiring efforts of the cheerleaders, pictured above, State High's 
pep has been increased this year. They were elected in the fall of last year 
from a multitude of candidates. Shirley Laughead and "Skip" Bills were vet­
erans of last year, and they worked hard helping train the newly-elected 
cheerleaders. 
Teamwork was the outcome of their practicing, and it made them an 
outstanding group. We seniors wish to say that we think you have done a 
splendid job, and that you deserve a great deal more credit than you re­
ceived. 
* * * * 
BASKETBALL Continued Jrom page 55 
In the closing game of a not too successful season, South Haven's second 
place Rams beat the Cubs by a score of 35-25. 
State High was beaten in its first game of the district tournaments this 
year by a high-flying Coldwater team. The Cardinals whipped the Cubs 
decisively by a tune of 52-28. 
Tom Woodworth was the only Cub who was chosen for the Gazette All­
City team this year. 
Coach Fred Stevens will have eight lettermen returning next year to form 
the nuclei of his squad. 
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FEATURES 
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UNOFFICIAL CLASS HONORS 
BOYS GIRLS 
Jack Sipperly Best All Around Shirley Beebe 
Dale Griffith Silliest Eve De Vries 
Russell Bush Biggest Flirt Shirley Klop 
John Jennings Biggest Bluffer Shirlee Lloyd 
John Gary Most Likely to Succeed Donna Kowalski 
Howard Gillmore Most School Spirit Shirley Beebe 
Don Brown Best Looking Mildred Worden 
Bill Cook Most Sarcastic Virginia Glenn 
John Post Wittiest Shirley Beebe 
John Gary Best Scholar Barbara Frederick 
Ted Holman Quietest Barbara Aach 
Jack Sipperly Best Athlete Lorraine Frye 
Don Brown Sweetest Liesel Kestler 
Dick Burkhart Noisiest Shirley Beebe 
Tom McKinney Best Dancer Shirley Klop 
Don Brown Most Friendly Shirley Beebe 
John Avery Most Dependable Ardith Kalle ward 
Anthony Ver Hey Most Serious Barbara Frederick 
Norman Hetrick Most Bashful Barbara Aach 
Loy Norrix Most Sophisticated Donna Kowalski 
Jim Fastenrath Laziest Bernadine Brocksus 
John Bigelow Done Most for Class Ardith Kalleward 
John Post Funniest Shirley Beebe 
1Sob Gimbel Most Artistic Donna Kowalski 
Bob Houts Most Musical Frances Garrison 
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"THE MISTIC BALL I I
• • 
G ATHER 'round me, everybody, while I tell you about the true to life story 
of the class of Nineteen Hundred and Forty-Eight. Steady now, concentrate, 
let your eyes gaze into the "Mistie Ball." 
Here it comes, clearer, clearer. Do you see what I see? Oh yes I It's 
taking us back, way back into those wonderful days when we were young, 
innocent freshmen. 
Look 1 There's a war going on; everyone is contributing to the Red Cross, 
clothing drive, and war loan drives. Say, isn't that Dick Dorgan, class Presi­
dent? Who's that standing next to him? Why certainly, that's Tudy Miller, the 
class Vice-President. My, but the students seem lost, hurrying to class at five 
minutes of the hour, afraid to talk to upper classmen. Don't tell me we looked 
like that? 
Say, the "Mistie Ball" is changing. Here we are reminiscing our sopho­
more year. Well, I must admit, this looks better; now the students are more 
at ease; they seem to be doing all right too. I see Tack Sipperly and Ken 
Reeves working out on the football field, nice looking boys those two; I bet 
they grow into husky players by their senior year. We can't overlook bas­
ketball, heavens no, for star Dick Cain made the varsity squad when only 
in his sophomore year, and I see Christ Nezamis and Tohn Gary made the 
reserve team. I'm glad the "ball" didn't overlook those up and coming young 
people that made the honor roll. They were: Nancy Kurtz, Tohn Avery, Do:1 
Parsons, Marlyn Kuempel, Donna Kowalski, Tohn Bigelow, Hildur Sangren, 
Ioanne Rood, Dick Kolloff, Tohn Gary, Dale Griffith, Nella Sweet, Louise Van 
Stratton, Sally Wyman, and Virginia Glenn. 
Well, well, if we didn't win the bond drive in Forly-Six 1 The sophomores 
sold $5,238 worth of bonds. By the way, isn't that Tom McKinney practicing 
for his lead in the "Gondoliers"? I see many prominent sophomores partici­
pated in the operetta and have carried on their love for music through the 
years. There were also many students interested in band, such as, Eve De 
Vries, Bob Houts, Don Parsons, Ted Holman, Frances Garrison, and later John 
Bigelow, who have certainly proved themselves musically minded. My, what 
a fine group of people 1 I think we owe much of our success in the sopho­
more year lo our President Anthony Ver Hey, a fine boy; he'll make a good 
lawyer someday. But we can't forget our adviser, Mr. Householder; our Vice­
President, Shirley Beebe; and Secretary, Ardith Kalleward. We can be proud 
of that year for we all accomplished a great deal. 
Keep your eyes on the "Mistie Ball," for you are about to delve into the 
last two exciting years of the class of Forty-Eight. 
Easy now, the mist is clearing away, the light is falling on - yes, on 
our Highlights staff. Donna Kowalski has become editor-in-chief, I see. John 
!Jerhammer, Dale Griffith, and Dick Kolloff were also on the staff.
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Just as I told you, look here, it's Jack Sipperly out front on the football 
field again. Also, following in his steps are star Dick Cain, Dick Dorgan, Bob 
Gimbel, Russell Bush, John Gary, and Bill Glennon, while Dick Cain and 
John Gary still stick on the basketball team. Sally Bradfield and Shirley 
Beebe were two juniors who went out for cheerleading. Isn't this nice 1 Hildur 
Sangren was a member of the Inter-School Council; Hildur, I see, did a fine 
job too. The "Mistie Ball" shows us there were nineteen members of the class 
serving as monitors. You're right 1 They were John Avery, Ann Corbus, Ardith 
Kalleward, Liesel Kestler, Marlyn Kuempel, Nancy Kurtz, Joan Mulder, Bessie 
Nezamis, Barbara Carl, John Bigelow, Barbara Frederick, Bob Houts, Dor. 
Parsons, Bob Pattison, John Post, Hildur Sangren, Margaret Verdon, and Tony 
Ver Hey. Dick Cain, John Bigelow, Bill Glennon, Dale Griffith, Bill McGinnis, 
John Post, and Ken Green were on the Student Council as our representatives. 
The President of the class was John Bigelow; Vice-President, Jack Sip­
perly; and Secretary, Marjorie Steen. That year the class was the largest in 
State High, thirty-eight girls and forty-four boys. Time out to say a little 
about the annual operetta: we know what a marvelous job Ann Corbus, 
Melba Manning, Dick Kolloff, and Tom McKinney did, not only in the past 
but through the remaining years. 
The juniors worked hard all year to raise enough money for the "Prom." 
With thanks to Mr. Weber, we put over a marvelous dance. 
Now, my friends, pull your chairs up closer. We are ready for the last 
exciting year. Believe it or not, we all made it. The "Mistie Ball" gazes 
proudly on the Student Council Officers: John Bigelow, President; Donna 
Kowalski, Vice-President; and, of course, last but not least, Ardith Kalleward, 
Secretary. They did more than their share m promoting better relationship 
between students and teachers. 
I can't wait to tell you what appears now on the "ball" 1 Yes, it's Jack 
Sipperly again with Bill Glennon. These two fellows made All-City, and State 
fiigh is very proud of them. But I would like to say something about the 
team. I was very surprised to see the great improvement in Bill Resseguie, 
Don Brown, Gary Wilson, and Russ Bush. These boys really tore the foot­
ball field apart. Dick Dorgan, John Gary, and Dick Burkhart also made a 
very good showing, and we appreciate all they did for the team. 
The light now shines on the senior government classes, which raised 
money for "CARE." Jack DeBoer and Melba Manning did wonders in selling 
homemade pins, fudge, and cookies. They both followed through with the 
"CARE" project. Our hats are off to them and all who helped in making 
possible the sending of money to the starving people of Europe. 
We had two new additions to the class in Forty-Seven: Bill Cook from 
California, and Howard French from Grand Rapids. Bill Cook is also con­
tributing his talents to this year's operetta along with Yvonne Hill, Tom Mc­
Kinney, Dick Kolloff, Melba Manning, and Ann Corbus. We W€'!re also very 
glad to see Barbara Aach back with us again after going away to school 
for a year. 
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Gary Wilson was elected Vice-President of the senior class; Shirley 
Beebe, Secretary; and Bill Glennon, treasurer. John Gary has done a won­
derful job of getting the seniors ready for graduation. John, being class Presi­
dent, has worked hard to solve all the problems that confront each and every­
one of us. Mr. Myers has certainly done his bit and we all are appreciative. 
The subject now changes to baseball. We see Don Brown on the field, bet­
ter than ever. We have confidence in that boy and we know he will go 
places. As long as we're on the field, let's look over and see how the track 
stars are doing. We can vaguely make out Dick Roberts, Jack Sipperly, Dick 
Burkhart, Roger McMurray, Tom McKinney, and I'm not too sure, they're 
running so fast, but I believe that's Chris Nezamis coming up in the rear. 
Whis-s-s-s- 1 was right! 
This being the last year, we have tried to bring up those marks, see all 
those games, have all the fun; but very seriously we have had four grand 
years and really hate to see them go. To those students we leave behind, 
we sincerely hope they get as much accomplished, and at the same time 
make as many friends as we have during the past. 
We have passed one milestone of life, now on to the next. The mist 1s 
forming around the "ball"; we have seen it all so far. The rest is the future, 
the unknown. It is up to you to make it. Whether good or bad it is yet to 
come. We can vaguely see shadows but they are not very clear. A haze 
has covered the "Mistie Ball." 
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SHIRLEY BEEBE 
Secretary 
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LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT 
WE, BARBARA AACH and MARGARET VERDON, leave the halls freE: of 
hydrogen sulfide. 
I. MARILYN ALLEN, leave these halls looking forward to my future days at
Central Michigan College.
I. JOHN AVERY, leave my position as Editor of the Highlander to some lucky
junior.
I, SHIRLEY BEEBE, leave my fascinating humor to anyone willing to accept it. 
I, JOHN BIGELOW, leave my haircut to any enterprising freshman who 
wants to be a big wheel. 
I, SALLIE BRADFIELD, leave all the good limes and the many trips to the 
office to anyone with a strong constitution. 
I, BERNIE BROCKSUS, leave my naturally curly hair to Herta Payson. 
i, DON BROWN, leave my position in State High to any unsuspecting under-
classman. 
I, DICi<: BURKHART, leave my poker playing to Bob Dunbar. 
1 RUSS BUSH, leave my hall reports lo Skip Sterner. 
I, DJCK CAIN, leave my position as captain of the basketball team with the 
best wishes to the next lucky man. 
I, BARBARAJ CARL, leave my 11 o'clock lunch hour to all mid-morning 
munchers. 
I, MOLLIE CLANCY, leave some of my shortness, if possible, lo Jill Ganna-
way. 
I, BILL COOK, leave my witless tongue to the girls at the end of the table. 
I, ANN CORBUS, leave my four years in a chair to any "eager beaver." 
I, JACK DE BOER, leave my extra credits to Bob Dahn. 
I, EVE DE VRIES, leave my adventurous spirit to Marilyn Enz. 
I, DICK DORGAN, bequest argyle socks to Jim Orwin. 
I, BARBARA FREDERICK, leave my best wishes to all future State High stu­
dents. 
I, HOW ARD FRENCH, leave my darling sister to all potential male students 
of State High. 
I, LORRAINE FRYE, leave (without a chaperon) 
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(LAST WIIJ. AND TESTAMENT. Continued) 
I, FRANCES GARRISON, leave my ability to play the sax to Ted Klinger. 
I, JOHN GARY, leave State High. 
I, HOW ARD GILLMORE, leave to find something else to do. 
I, BOB GIMBEL, leave my smile to some worrisome freshman. 
I, VIRGINIA GLENN, leave my blond hair to Sandy Hackman. 
• 
I, BILL GLENNON, leave my fine features, wonderful personality, and good 
looks to the next lucky dog. 
I, KEN GREEN, leave my sister to carry on. 
I, KEN HERDER, leave to find my future. 
I, NORMAN HETRICK, leave as quietly as I came. 
I, YVONNE HILL, leave my attempts to get out of 8 o'clock gym to Sandra 
Beebe. 
I, JERRY HOLLOWELL, leave my dislike of big cities to Ben First who seems 
to like small towns. 
I, TED HOLMAN, leave my admiration for music to Trev Jones. 
WE, BOB HOUTS and DALE GRIFFITH, leave our rendition of "Smoke, 
Smoke, Smoke" to any underclassmen who want it. 
I, QUENTIN HOW ARD, leave my quiet ways to "Skip" Bills. 
WE, JOHN JENNINGS, GARY WILSON, and JAMES FASTENRATH, leave a 
soiled deck of cards. 
I, PETE JUNKER, leave my nickname to Pete Lindquist (sucker). 
I, ARDITH KALLEW ARD, leave to fulfill my ambition. 
I, LIESEL KESTLER, leave to face the world without Jerry and Sip. 
I, MYRNA KITE, leave ·my ability to get into mischief to anyone that will 
take it. 
I, SHIRLEY KLOP, leave in hope that State High wins the Big 7 trophy next 
year. 
I, DICK KOLLOFF, leave my voice to Bob Dunbar. 
I, DONNA KOWALSKI, leave my quiet charm to those eager to make friends 
and influence people. 
I, MARLYN KUEMPEL, leave my ability to go steady to any girl who can't 
get a date. 
• 10 •
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Good Luck to the 
Graduating Class of 1948 
McCARTY ELECTRIC 
CORP. 
COMPLIMENTS 
of 
133 Portage St. A. M. TODD CO.
Phone 4-0801 
BEECHER-KYMER 
"The Store of Friendly Service" 
YOUR BOOK STORE 
133 SO. ROSE ST. 
v:_ 
: �--:= - ' 
2-7321
CRESCENT ENG R!·V ING COMPANY 
;J'J/u;lo�wM * � * 8U?/ta1HYl4 * 8/eouo� 
KALAMAZOO • MICHIGAN 
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(LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT, Continued) 
I, NANCY KURTZ, leave my intelligence to Betsy Davis. 
• • 
I, SHIRLEE LLOYD, leave my scuffed up "weegins" to Mollie Boylan. 
I, CHRIS MAGAS, gladly leave my committee work. 
• 
I, MELBA MANNING, leave my ability of talking back to Mrs. Britton in chon 
to any daring young soul. 
I, JACK MATEER, leave Mr. Sebaly's office to the up and coming freshmen. 
I, BILL MC GINNIS, leave Mr. Sebaly a lot of spare time. 
I, THOMAS ANDREW MC KINNEY, leave my "mello" puns and jokes to those 
future students who will appreciate them. 
I, ROGER MC MURRAY, leave my track shoes to someone who has big 
enough feet to wear them. 
I, JOAN MULDER, leave the apple that I so faithfully tried to polish to some 
deserving underclassman. 
I, BESSIE NEZAMIS, leave my monitor position to Sally Wykkel. 
I, CHRIST NEZAMIS, leave my track ability to next year's track team. 
I, LOY NORRIX, leave some of my height to Jim Toornman. 
I, CRAWFORD OWEN, leave my gift of wit, humor, subtle charm - also my 
place on the Highlights staff to Graydon Meintz. 
1, DON PARSONS, leave my French Horn to Fred Hunt. 
I, BOB PATTISON, leave my_ skates and a roll of bandages for some ambi­
tious junior who would like to be in the Senior Assembly. 
I, DAVE PETERSON, gladly leave. 
I, JOHN PIONKE, leave the junior, sophomore, and freshman girls. 
I, JOHN POST, leave that pack of howling women that are always following 
me around to Graydon Meintz. 
I, KEN REEVES, leave· my reputation of driving to Boyd Dewey 
I, BILL RESSEGUIE, sadly leave behind my two favorite colors: "Red" (Wood) 
and "Green" (Lois). 
I, BETTY ROBERTS, leave my friendly personality to Sandra Beebe. 
I, DICK ROBERTS, leave to join the beer truck drivers association. 
I, TOM ROSENBAUM, leave my ability to blow smoke rings to all weed 
fiends left in State High. 
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THE 
CHOCOLATE SHOP 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
Kalamazoo Office 
Equipment Co. Makers of 
FINE CHOCOLATES 
AND BONBONS 
ICE CREAM AND ICES 
134 W. South St. Phone 3-4031 
Kalamazoo 9, Michigan 
MAX LAVENE. GEORGE BODE 
Shaw-Walker - Master-craft 
Distributors 
221 E. Mich Ave. Phone 2-0539 
THE DRUG SHOP 
INCORPORATED 
PROFESSIONAL PHARMACY
121 EAST SOUTH ST. KALAMAZOO, MICH. 
Phone 6744 
Atlas Press Co. 
Manufacturers of 
LATHES • DRILL PRESSES • MILLERS
SHAPERS • CIRCULAR SAWS • JIG SAWS
BAND SAWS • JOINTERS • SANDERS
METALWORKING and WOODWORKING TOOLS FOR 
INDUSTRIAL, AUTOMOTIVE, SCHOOL, FARM and HOME SHOPS 
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(LAST WILL AND TEST AMENT, Continued) 
I, HILDUR SANGREN, leave my position on the Highlander staff to someone 
who's not allergic to writer's cramp. 
I, JUNE SCHUHARDT, leave my flirtatious ways to Joyce Dean. 
I, RON SELNER, leave my happy ways to Arlen Winther. 
I, JACK SIPPERLY, leave Mr. Sebaly, Dr. Bryan, the other members of the 
faculty, and the untamed halls of State High with a fond farewell. 
I, LORRAINE SMITH, leave my money because "you can't take it with you." 
I, MARJORIE STEEN, leave the cockroaches the bread crusts that I never eat. 
I, JIM STOWELL, leave my ability to skip school to some freshman. 
I, NELLA SWEET, leave my "new look" to Mary Ann Tinkham. 
I, LOUISE VAN STRATTON, leave Mrs. Jarman and Mrs. Rogers to their 
plotting. 
I, TONE VER HEY, leave my boy scout messkit, Deur's bunsen burner, and 
a can of hash to W. Wessels. 
I, HOUIS WESTON, leave all my freshman friends to go to the Navy. 
I, MILDRED WORDEN, leave my ability to skip without getting caught to 
Janet Whaley who seems to need it. 
I, SAU Y WYMAN, leave State High to the poor freshmen. 
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COMPLIMENTS 
of a 
FRIEND 
STEFFEY'S 
SERVICE 
502 West Michigan Ave. 
OTTO KIHM -1869-
fOt fYflY UADf­
AN OfflCf AID 
124 W. SOUTH ST., KALAMAZOO 9, MICHIGAN 
Zipper Briel Cases and Ring Binders. 
Billfolds. Shealler Pen and Pencil Sets, 
School Supplies, Ollice Furniture, Loose 
Leal Binders, Sales, Filing Cabinets, 
and Accounting F,rms. 
124 W. SOUTH ST. 
Best Wishes to the 
CLASS of 1948 
PHONE 3-2637 
from your stationery and office supply dealer in Kalamazoo 
• 
SHEAFFER, WATERMAN AND PARKER PENS 
ZIPPER AND REGULAR NOTEBOOKS - BRIEF CASES 
• 
241 E. Michigan Ave. Phone 5118 
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN 
1898 . . .  50 YEARS OF SERVICE . . .  1948 
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CLASS PROPHECY 
SITTING in my easy chair, wondering what all of us '48 seniors would be 
doing in ten years, I slowly dozed off. 
The drone of motors awakes me. Where am I? Panic-stricken, I shout. 
Why, who is this coming? It's BERNADINE BROCKSUS and JOAN MULDER 
in the uniforms of air stewardesses. After talking with them I finally find out 
that it is the year 1958 and I'm on an airplane in which they are steward­
esses. Joan says, "Come on forward and see who's here." Opening the door 
to the cockkpit I see KEN HERDER, pilot, and RUSSELL BUSH, his co-pilot. 
I always knew they'd get up in the world. 
Suddenly, the plane glides to a landing and I step out in strange sur­
roundings. A welcome committee greets me with the words, "Welcome to 
B'ar Hollow." The leader of the group is strangely familiar. It's JOHN JEN­
NINGS, the mayor. I seem to be an expected visitor as my whole trip is 
planned. We step into a car and whirl away to a noisy fairground. 
The first noise that meets my ears is the cry of the barker. Where have 
I heard that voice before? Of course, it's DICK ROBERTS! I pay my admis­
sion and go inside the big tent. The first people I see inside are NANCY 
KURTZ and VIRGINIA GLENN. When I ask them what they're doing, I find 
they're looking for human interest stories. Up to their old tricks, huh? Look­
ing around the audience, I see a lot of old State High students. There's 
LOUISE VAN STRATTON just returned from Norway and sitting behind her 
are SHIRLEY KLOP and SALLY BRADFIELD. From the looks of them I'd say 
they were high society women now. On the other side of me I hear an up­
roar of the nth degree. When I turn my head, there is MARJORIE STEEN, 
now married, with her twelve children. They are about driving MARLYN 
KUEMPEL wild because children who put their feet on chairs are a terror to 
any good housewife. Down in front of me are MARILYN ALLEN and SHIRLEE 
LLOYD giggling and eating taffy apples. Across the arena I see BARBARA 
FREDERICK and a group of her school children. They look like they're hav­
ing a good vacation from school. 
The clowns have an odd type of humor that I thought was peculiar only 
to JOHN PIONKE and BOB GIMBEL. Why, of course, it's they. Somewhere 
I hear a terrible laugh. It's that mad scientist, TONE VER HEY. A hush falls 
over the audience as the ring master, PETE JUNKER, walks out resplendent 
in red tails and top-hat to introduce SHIRLEE BEEBE, the owner of "Ma 
Beebe's, The Greatest Show on Earth." 
The first act has dare-devil drivers. Without even looking at the pro­
gram I know they are BETTY ROBERTS and MARGARET VERDON. There, 
down by the track with a stopwatch in her hand, is BARBARA AACH seeing 
if they are going to break a world record. 
Here comes the peanut vendor, BILL GLENNON. What is that odor? Oh, 
I see, he's trying to sell that big (?) fish he caught on that famous trip up 
North. The next act is a twin trapeze act featuring BESSIE and CHRIST 
NEZAMIS while HOLLIS WESTON is tap-dancing below as usual. 
Here comes one of the clowns back putt-putting on a scooter. Why, that's 
no clown, that's MYRNA KITE Here are four fellows all set for some good 
close harmony on "Smoke, Smoke, Smoke." You might know, of course, they 
would be be TOM McKINLEY, DICK DORGAN, ROGER McMURRA Y, and 
DA VE PETERSON. 
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Gilmore Brothers 
Established 1881 
DEPARTMENT STORE 
and 
MEN'S STORE 
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CLASS PROPHECY (Continued) 
The next act is a bareback riders' act with ANN CORBUS and SALLY 
WYMAN. Shh, don't tell anybody, but we always knew that was their secret 
ambition. Meanwhile, in the next ring BARBARA CARL is ready to be shot 
out of a cannon and up above is MILLIE WORDEN in her tight-rope act. 
What good would a fair be without a band? We hear our band now. 
BIGELOW and His Corny Cobblers they're called. There are TED HOLMAN, 
BOB HOUTS, and DON PARSONS on the washboard. Oh look, and there's 
FRANCES GARRISON just getting up for a saxophone solo. 
Now for the Wild West show. Do I know those two Indians? Why, sure, 
it's DONNA KOWALSKI and ARDITH KALLEWARD1 YVONNE HILL and 
MELBA MANNING can hardly be heard above the war-whoops, but they're 
singing a duet and very well, I might add. Following them is MOU Y 
CLANCY walking on stilts. She finally learned how. 
I feel someone poking me in the ribs and turn around to see NELLA 
SWEET. She looks very prosperous. I wonder if she ever got off counter 22? 
On the other side of me I hear a lot of oh's and ah's. My curiosity overcomes 
me and I turn my head. Who should be coming in, fashionably late, but 
LIESEL KESTLER and LORRAINE SMITH. They're just here from the seashore 
where their act has been runnil'lg for the last ten years. 
The show is over and I am shoved out into the crowd. A crash bang 
startles me into looking up just in time to escape being run over by QUEN­
TIN HOWARD in his old Ford. Turning the other way, I hear someone shout, 
"Hello, down there1" When I look up there is NORMAN HETRICK sitting high 
atop an elephant. Now, how do you suppose he ever got up there? 
Two confidence men try to pull me into a game, but when they recog­
nize me as an old State High student they release me. I say good-bye to 
JIM F ASTENRATH and GARY WILSON and run smack into DICK KOLLOFF 
who is taking a poll at the fair. 
I meet good ol' Barefoot DICK BURNHART who drags me over to the 
hamburg stand for old times' sake. Running it are JACK MATEER and HIL­
DUR SANGREN, the dietician. Oh, there's CRAWFORD OWEN, too, mixing 
pink lemonade. Watch that it doesn't blow up 1 
Down the midway I see photographer JIM STOWELL waiting to take a 
picture of the winner in a contest for. the reddest hair. Look! Both JUNE 
SCHUHARDT and LORRAINE FRYE have reached the finals. Hot on the tail 
of a story are co-editors of the B'ar Hollow Review, JOHN AVER'? and DALE 
GRIFFITH. I guess they found it, too. JOHN GARY says he just killed the 
b'ar of B'ar Hollow. 
T-i-i-imb-e-er 111 JERRY HOLLOWELL and HOWARD GILLMORE just won
first place in a tree-felling contest. They should have alter all that practice 
they had up North. CHRIS MAGAS is now an artist. She's looking for "local 
color." Oh, here's some for her 1 BOB PATTISON has a blue ribbon. His 
pigs finally won. 
Over in a sideshow I' see LOY NORRIX, a fire-eater, and BILL COOK. 
He put on so much weight that now he's the fat man. RON SELNER is a 
fast talking salesman. I wonder what he's selling? Oh, no 11 Not doughnutsl 
After leaving State High, I swore I'd never eat another one. 
What is that overhead? It's EVE DE VRIES and HOW ARD FRENCH. 
They're trying out a new gasoline Howard invented back in chemistry class. 
Here comes JOHN POST- he's the man between the sandwich boards. 
I guess he never got advertising out of his blood. But, then, look at what 
he's selling. Noisemakers especially built by JACK DE BOER for cars. 
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COMPLIMENTS 
of 
M&T BATTERY 
AND ELECTRIC CO. 
CADE'S FOOD SHOP 
131 W. Kalamazoo Ave. 
216 So. Burdick 
"Meet me at Cade's" 
AMATEUR RADIO 
INTER-COMMUNICATION 
PUBLIC ADDRESS 
Generators • Starters 
Ignition Systems • Carburetors 
Battery • Shock Absorbers, etc. 
SALES & SERVICE 
Ralph M. Ralston Co. 
201 N. PARK 
H. A. Powell Studios 
DETROIT - KALAMAZOO 
Artists in the Profession of 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
We are proud to have been 
selected as your 
SENIO R PIC TURE S 
P H O T O G R A P H E R
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CLASS PROPHECY (Continued) 
I see BILL McGINNIS is running the ferris wheel. When I walk over and 
ask him why he's doing this particular job, he says it's because he likes to 
see things go 'round and 'round and 'round and - but enough of that. 
Here are two exciting contests going on. In one booth are BILL RESSE­
GUIE and DON BROWN trying to hit clay pigeons with a ball. In anothe1 
booth DICK CAIN and KEN GREEN are playing a feverish game of table 
tennis. Suddenly my attention is drawn by a huge ccrowd. TACK SIPPERL Y, 
KEN REEVES, and TOM ROSENBAUM are vying for the title of Strong Man. 
Tack and Ken both try to hit the bell, but fail. Tom, with one hand, picks up 
the hammer and throws it over his shoulder. The bell not only rings, but 
flies off and hits me on the head. With people clustering around me, I sink 
into blackness only to wake up once again in my easy chair. 
I jumped up, ran for paper and pencil, and wrote down what you have 
just read here; and that's the truth, so help me! 
Compliments 
LABADIE ARTS & CRAFTS 
KALAMAZOO'S ONLY EXCLUSIVE ART SHOP 
240 W. Michigan Ave. 
JULIUS and AUDREY VANDER LINDE 
Refreshment -��"\ 
headquarters �)f,\ 1'1,�\ I ,,,
� 
-{�{5y 
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Geo. W. Taylor Co. 
MEN'S CLOTHING STORES 
Sportswear 
COMPLIMENTS 
MAH ONEY'S 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 
VIC 
and 
COMPLIMENTS 
of 
LOU-MAR'S 
RES T A UR ANT 
"Good food you'll remember" 
128 East Michigan Ave. 
formerly Holly's 
THE STYLE SHOP 
KALAMAZOO 
* 
"SMART CLOTHES" 
for the 
HIGH SCHOOL MISS 
COATS - SUITS - FROCKS 
FORMALS SPORTSWEAR 
FURS - HOSIERY - BLOUSES 
MILLINERY and SHOES 
·ROY
24 Hour Service 
Academy at Westnedge 
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• NAME NICKNAME MARK OF IDENTIFICATION OCCUPATION AMBITION Aach, Barbara Bobbie Margaret Verdon Making H2S To enjoy life 
Allen, Marilyn Lynn Shirlee Trying to get by A new Ford in '49 
Avery, John John Tone Parking lot attendant Graduate from college • Beebe, Shirley Bullet Jokes Drivfog cars Following McKinney to 
find a certain gem 
Bigelow, John John Hair cut Sleeping Very little • Bradfield, Sally Bradly Jack Stiles Knitting To keep with "stile" 
Brocksus, Bernadine Bernie Fingernails Going steady Graduate 
Brown, Donald Brownie Baseball cap Keeping busy Professional baseball 
a= Burkhart, Richard Crowdy Booming voice Studying Physics To get into college 
Bush, Russell Dutch Sandy Beebe Understanding women To place in the 
" quarter "w Cain, Richard Dick Corduroy pants Sitting at the "Oak" To own a watch 
C Carl, Barbara Bobby Suntan marks Getting into college Getting through college 
Clancy, Mollie Moel Lofty stature Hitch-hiking To get a ride 
z Cook, William Bill Siren laugh Playing records over phone Radio announcer 
Corbus, Ann Annie Saltry look Staying thin To be fat • 
� DeBoer, Jack Dutch Curly hair C.A.R.E. To sell that gem to N 
McKinney and Beebe a:, .... DeVries, Eve Red Flignt jacket Riding in maroon Pontiac Flight instructor • 
:I: Dorgan, Richard Dorg Lustrous curly hair Sitting in the Oak To own more clothes than 
Bob W asterka 
C) Fastenrath, James Jim Smoke rings None Halls of Montezuma 
Frederick, Barbara Barb Dimple in left cheek Raising money for CARE To help others 
French, Howard Frenchy Necktie Day-dreaming To own an airline 
:I: Frye, Lorraine Red Hair Committee work To waste away 
Garrison, Frances Fran Sax (not bags) Playing sax To play sax better 
Gary, John Jonny Stardrill Cutting holes in concrete Bigger holes • Gillmore, Howard Porky Shape Censored To live and love it 
Gimbel, Robert Bob Smith Smiling To keep smiling 
Glenn, Virginia Ginny Blond hair Playing piano Music • 
Glennon, William Gill Curly hair Forestry To be successful 
Green, Kenneth Kenny A racquet Jazzing hymns To be as great as Bobby • Riggs 
-
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This is the Day of the 
'48 Look 
When a fellow's heart 
fairly shook 
'Cause you were in the 
fashion whirl 
With Leo's little Gibson 
Girl. 
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Conceit Griff mobile Being a joker To be with me always Griffith, Dale Own a small business 
Herder, Kenneth Meatball Scooter Joyce To travel • 
Hetrick, Norman Norm Quietness Looking To hook later 
Hill, Yvonne Vonnie Dimples Man in my life To have my own business 
Hollowell, Jerry I-followhard Freckles Playing the field To keep blowing it • Holman, Ted Ted Cornet Blowing it To keep my hair out of 
Hot lips Bass fiddle Tying bow ties 
my eyes 
Houts, Robert To give driving lessons GI:: Howard, Quentin Quent Beat up Ford Driving Ford To be a politician 
Jennings, John Sharkie Loud shirt Arguing To graduate from P.V.S. 11,1 
'46 Dodge V.P. of P.V.S. of S.H.
of S.H. 
Q Junker, Peter Unmention- To get the right connection 
able 
z Kalleward, Ardith Ardie Looks and clothes Smooth operator Make my dreams come true • 
Kestler, Liesel Lee Smile Dreaming Be an old maid 
� Kite, Myrna Mert Red scooter Man hates To get my desire """ CD 
Klop, Shirley Klipity Pug nose Going to the games The Met .... 
Kolloff, Richard Dick Voice Crooning in assemblies To be first woman president • 
::c of U.S. 
Kowalski, Donna Donna Sophistication Being vice-president To have dark eyes 
C) Kuempel, Marlyn Twimp Don's ring Knitting To get out of committee work 
Kurtz, Nancy Blondie Wad on back of a Playing cupid To get a Ford for graduation 
Central ring 
::c Lloyd, Shirlee Squirrel Marilyn Loafing To graduate 
Magos, Christine Chris Jonnie Decorating committee Report someone in 9:00 study 
Manning, Melba Mert The family Making chemical Be on time 
concoctions • Mateer, Jack Jack Tardy slips Being late To get a hot-rod 
McGinnis, William Bill Red face Racing To travel through south seas 
• McKinney, Tom Mac Way of walking searching for treasure Finding the perfect woman To beat Gill Dodds 
McMurray, Roger Mac Terraplane Sneaking into the State Make my dreams come true 
Mulder, Joan Joanie Chris Dreaming •
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Ask 
for 
SCHAFERS CULTURIZED 
POTATO BREAD 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
• • 
THE MUSIC SHOP 
313 S. Burdick St. MILLER & BOEHMAN 
MAUDE E. STERN 
Music • Accessories - Records 
APPAREL . . .
that rates an "A" 
for school, 
for dates, 
for everywhere 1 
SPORTING GOODS 
330 W. Michigan Ave. 
EVERYTHING FOR SPORTS 
"It Pays to Play" 
AUNT KATIE'S SHOPPE 
The Marlborough 471 W. South St 
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Nezamis, Bessie Bess Cute clothes Making the most of life To live long 
Nezamis, Christ Galloping Walk Track Run in the race with • Greek McMurray 
Norrix, Loy Loy Height Driving a convertible Judge beauty contests 
Owens, Crawford Potato Chip Overalls and loafers Visiting Battle Creek Conquer all women • Parsons, Donald Don French Horn Janitor Music 
Pattison, Robert Smiley Blue Ford Farmer Be anything but a farmer 
Peterson, David Dave Smoke Playing cards Own a tavern 
01:: Pionke, John J. J. Language Loafing To earn that million 
Post, John Potts Mole on left thigh Being a lonely little onion To blow up the administration 
w in a petunia patch building 
Reeves, Kenneth Ken Adorable dimples Gas pumper Live to be 150 
Q Resseguie, William Pimpo Green, Lois Walking home from Understand women 
z Davis Street Roberts, Betty Betty Sweaters Laughing To leave State High 
<( Roberts, Dick
Mel Sun tan Drive a beer truck Drink all the beer on the truck • 
Rosenbaum, Thomas Chicklet '47 Ford coupe Sitting in the Oak Win the Indianapolis "500" 
Sangren, Hildur Aitchee Receipt book Deciphering recipes To own a hamburger stand 
co 
-I a, 
Schuhardt, June Punk Ball and chain Herm To raise some little Herms 
:::c Seiner, Ronald Ron Scar on right wrist Soda jerk To make money • 
C) 
Sipperly, Jack Sip Pat Jones Traveling To inherit one million dollars 
Smith, Lorraine Rainy Wires Student Sit on boss's knee 
Steen, Marjorie Margie Short hair Cutting my hair To be my own grandma 
Stowell, James Jim Camera Breaking rules Get better pictures at 
:::c Senior picnic 
Sweet, Nella Nelly Blushing Writing in shorthand Secretary 
Van Stratton, Louise Louie Candy Working at the drug store To tmvel in Europe • Verdon, Margaret Marge Tan Mercury Driving through red lights Lady bus driver 
Ver Hey, Anthony Tone Brief case Thrilling innocent girls To keep up with occupation 
Weston, Hollis Baldy Hair Donna To get my diploma for • skating 
Wilson, Gary Willie Good looks Cards To beat Walter Mitty 
Worden, Mildred Millie Beautiful hair Bob Rose To be a secretary 
Wyman, Sally Sal Boys Getting into trouble Tc travel •
-
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O AKLA N D  
PHA RMACY 
MICHIGAN AT ACADEMY 
TAYLOR 
PRODUCE COMPANY 
Wholesale Dealers 
in 
Fresh Fruits and Vegetables 
Compliments 
of 
Little Chick Shoe Shop 
CHILDREN'S SHOE SPECIALISTS 
426 S. Burdick St. Kalamazoo 
Wall Paper, Paint, Varnish and Enamel 
Home of Snosheen 
133 N. Rose Phone 2-2635 
CH E RI O 
DINNERS and 
FOUNTAIN SERVICE 
Dancing at All Times 
"At the Foot of the Trolley" 
FINLEY S JEWELERS 
FINE DIAMONDS 
WATCHES 
SILVERWEAR 
134 N. Burdick St. 
PARSON S 
Business College 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
HIGHER ACCOUNTING 
SECRET ARIAL SCIENCE 
OFFICE AND CALCULATING 
MACHINES 
Write for Free Bulletin 
No Obligation 
Prestige, Quality Courses, 
Good Placements ... 
"Our Alumni are our Reputation" 
MRS. E. C. STEWART, Pres. 
- 1948 -
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Dedicated to Liberal 
Arts Education 
maintained in the tradi­
tion of our best Baptist 
Heritage with a 
record of high achieve­
m e n t i n scholarship, 
democratic Jiving and 
religious effectiveness. 
Send Inquiry to 
Director of Admissions 
Kalamazoo College 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 
Founded 1833 Liberal Arts 
KALAMAZOO COLLEGE 
PAUL LAMONT THOMPSON 
President 
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BUDD'S 
DIAMONDS - WATCHES - SILVERWARE 
The Store that Confidence Built 
COMPLIMENTS 
of 
BUDD'S 
JEWELERS - OPTICIANS 
106 S. Burdick Street 
COMPLIMENTS 
THE 
KALAMAZOO 
LAUNDRY 
of 
KALAMAZOO 
PANT CO. 
Phone 3-2551 
HOLLY'S GRILL 
DE LUXE DINING CAR 
618 W. Michigan 
ENJOY DAILY­
SCHENSUL'S QUALITY 
SCHENSUL'S SERVICE 
SCHENSUL'S VALUES 
UMICHIGAN'S FINEST CAFETERIA
11
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c5ocial Center 
For 
�estern &.ichigan College 
Walwood Hall - Union Building 
Official Center for Student Life and Activities 
• 
Social and Recreational Center for Students and Faculty 
Offers Facilities for Cultivating Friendships among Students, 
Faculty, Alumni, and Friends of Western Michigan College. 
The Union Building and its Facilities 
are available for your use from 
8:00 A.M. until 10:00 P.M. 
Every day of the College Year 
Enjoy and Profit by Using Your 
Walwood Hall Union Building 
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MILLER-DA VIS CO. 
Engineers and Builders 
KALAMAZOO 
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Gift Headquarters 
at 
PAUL E. MORRISON 
JEWELER 
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Compliments The 
Ham's Ice C ream 
and 
Sandwich Bar 
H ome Fur nishing Co. 
• Floor Covering • Furniture
• Ladies' Apparel • Appliances
1340 Portage Phone 9161 201-223 N. BURDICK ST. 
Congratulations 
TO THE HIGHLANDER 
Class of 1948 
• 
May success be your reward in the 
efforts you must earnestly strive to 
attain. 
It has been a real pleasure to work 
with the staff and advisors in the 
compiling of this book. This is our 
twentieth successive year printing 
the Highlander. 
• 
The Wolverine Press 
Kala mazoo, Mi c h iga n 
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AUTOGRAPHS 
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AUTOGRAPHS 

